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Abstract 
Heat pump systems are becoming a popular choice for residential heating and cooling 
across the United States. Heat pumps are among the cleanest and best energy- and cost-
efficient heating and cooling systems available today. However, cost is a prime motivator 
when choosing among residential heating and cooling systems and it is therefore desirable to 
analyze the costs associated with heat pump system operation. 
This research provides a method of direct comparison between the economics of air-
source and ground-source heat pump system operation. The objective is to provide a cost 
comparison with respect to climate locations across the United States, since heat pump 
performance is heavily influenced by operating environmental conditions such as the ambient 
air temperature. A purely analytical approach is used for the comparison, avoiding the 
complexities and costs associated with surveys or experiments, and obtaining actual utility 
information. 
Heat pump systems are briefly surveyed, and the thermodynamic operation of vapor 
compression refrigeration cycles is examined. Analytic models are developed to simulate 
heating and cooling operation of dual-mode air- and ground-source heat pumps based upon 
readily available climate data. Finally, a cost ratio relationship is developed to directly 
compare the associated operating costs for air- and ground-source heat pump systems for a 
31 city sample covering much of the continental United States. The annual cost ratio 
provides the opportunity to evaluate potential cost savings for the operation of air- or ground-
source heat pump installations. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
I. I Background 
Heat pump systems are becoming more a popular method of providing heating and 
cooling for residential homes across the United States. Heat pumps are among the best 
energy- and cost-efficient heating and cooling systems available today. Heat pump systems 
reliably and comfortably heat and cool indoor spaces, while producing little environmental 
impact. Heat pumps are considered a clean energy technology that reduce the demand for 
electricity and fossil fuels, and have negligible impact on greenhouse gas emissions and other 
environmental pollution. Consumers that want to exploit clean energy technology and cost 
savings are attracted to heat pump systems. 
Two heat pump systems are common in residential applications. These are the air-
source and the ground-source systems. Air-to-air arrangements are the most common air-
source heat pumps and use outdoor air as the heat source and utilize indoor air as the medium 
of heat transfer to the conditioned indoor space. Ground-source heat pump (GSHP) systems 
use sources of relatively constant temperature, like the earth or a large body of water such as 
a pond. The ground-coupled heat pump (GCHP) is one of the most commonly used GSHP 
systems. The ground-coupled heat pump is linked or "coupled" to the ground through a 
closed heat exchanger system buried in the earth. 
Dual-mode heat pumps (both air- and ground-source) utilize a reversible vapor 
compression refrigeration cycle and can alternately provide heating and cooling functions. 
Traditional residential heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems employ a 
combination of equipment, typically a natural gas or propane furnace for heating and an 
electrically-powered air conditioner for cooling. The reversible dual-mode heat pump has 
the ability to perform both of these functions as a single unit. 
Although heat pump systems require higher "first costs" during installation, they are 
considered more economical compared to traditional combined systems when operating costs 
are examined. Also, their higher installation costs may be offset when the potential for dual-
mode operation is estimated in advance. Air-source heat pump systems are widely available 
as unitary equipment, contributing to their lower cost. Ground-source heat pumps (ground-
coupled vertical loop systems, in particular) are more costly during installation, but (because 
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of the advantage offered by constant temperature sources) ensure more consistent and 
efficient operation throughout the year than air-source heat pump systems. 
1.2 Motivation 
Since cost is a prime motivator for choosing among the residential heating and 
cooling systems, it is desired to analyze the costs associated with heat pump system 
operation. This research aims to provide a direct comparison between the economics of air-
source versus ground-source heat pump system operations. The main objective is to provide 
a cost comparison with respect to various climate locations across the United States, since 
heat pump performance is heavily influenced by the environment in which the equipment 
operates. A purely analytical approach will be used for the comparison, avoiding the 
complexities and costs associated with surveys or experiments and obtaining actual utility 
information. The final result is to develop an annual cost ratio that provides homeowners the 
opportunity to evaluate their potential savings for operation of air- or ground-source heat 
pump installations. 
1.3 Scope 
Chapter 2 provides a brief survey of air- and ground-source heat pump systems before 
discussing the refrigerants used within these systems. Chapter 3 details the development of 
thermodynamic heat pump cycle theory through discussions of three cycles: the Carnot, 
ideal, and actual cycles. Chapter 4 presents the analytic models developed to simulate 
heating and cooling operation of air- and ground-source heat pumps in the continental U.S. 
This chapter presents the criteria used to choose a sample of cities to represent the nation, 
and then discusses the monthly weather data obtained for the city sampling. Chapter 5 
presents the results of the heat pump simulations using coefficients of performance for air-
and ground-source heat pumps. Chapter 5 also details the development of monthly cost 
ratios and weighting factors for heating and cooling operation. Finally, concluding remarks 
and recommendations are presented. 
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Chapter 2 Survey of Heat Pump Systems 
Most generally, a heat pump takes heat from a source (low temperature region, cold 
body) and transfers (or "pumps") it to a sink (high temperature region, hot body). The 
definition classifies most heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) equipment as 
heat pumps. More practically, however, a heat pump supplies heat to a space or process, 
rather than removing heat for cooling. Heat pumps that alternately provide heating and 
cooling are called dual-mode heat pumps. 
Heat pump systems include manufactured unitary equipment or field-engineered 
applied heat pump systems. Applied heat pump systems are designed and built from 
individual components and specifically tailored to an application. Both unitary heat pump 
equipment and applied heat pump systems can be found operating in residential applications. 
The focus of this study is on residential dual-mode heat pumps. 
Heat pumps are often classified by their heat source. Residential heat pumps 
typically employ one of two common sources: the air or the ground. The content of this 
chapter contrasts the advantages and disadvantages of air- and ground-source heat pumps. A 
discussion on viable refrigerants follows. 
2.1 Air-source systems 
Air-source heat pump systems employ outdoor air as the source. Air-to-air heat 
pumps use outdoor air as the heat source and utilize indoor air as the medium of heat transfer 
to the conditioned indoor space. Considering the heat pump operating in heating mode, the 
indoor heat exchanger, known as the condenser, is exposed to indoor air, while the outdoor 
heat exchanger, the evaporator, is exposed to outdoor air. Commonly, a manual or motor-
driven damper is used to switch to cooling mode, passing conditioned indoor air over the 
evaporator and outdoor air over the condenser (ASHRAE Systems and Equipment 2004). 
An advantage of air-source heat pump systems is the fact that air is universally 
available as a source or sink. Most unitary equipment available is air-source, leading to 
relatively low installation costs. Operating and maintenance costs for air-source heat pumps 
are estimated to be moderate (ASHRAE Systems and Equipment 2004). 
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The greatest disadvantage of the residential air-source heat pump systems is the fact 
that their capacity and efficiency are dependent upon ambient outdoor conditions in their 
heating or cooling capacities as well as their efficiencies. Heating capacity decreases as the 
outdoor air temperature decreases, and cooling capacity decreases as outdoor air temperature 
increases. The dependence is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
Because performance decays as outdoor air temperature decreases, most air-source 
heat pump equipment is fitted with supplemental heating systems. Quite commonly, 
supplemental heating is provided by electrical resistance, with resistors placed within the air-
handling devices. Heat pumps that rely upon fossil fuels to provide supplemental heat are 
also available; these units are called dual-fuel or hybrid heat pumps (ASHRAE Systems and 
Equipment 2004). 
Another disadvantage of air-source heat pumps is the formation of frost on the 
outdoor heat exchanger. The frost formation is the result of humidity in the ambient outdoor 
air condensing and then freezing on the cold heat exchanger. As frost builds up, effective 
heat transfer is hindered and the performance of the unit suffers. Designers and 
manufacturers of heat pump systems have devised numerous defrosting schemes and pieces 
of equipment. Most air-source coils defrost by simply reversing the cycle until the frost has 
melted away. Other schemes include spraying the coils with heated water warmed by 
refrigerant or other means (ASHRAE Systems and Equipment 2004). 
2.2 Ground-source systems 
The other heat source/sink commonly employed in residential heat pump systems is 
the ground. These systems are broadly termed ground-source heat pump (GSHP) systems. 
The ground-source heat pump takes advantage of sources of relatively constant temperatures, 
such as the earth or a body of water. Ground-source systems ensure more consistent 
performance throughout the year than air-source heat pump systems. 
Ground-source heat pump systems might use surface water, groundwater, or the 
ground in the role of heat source/sink. Some of the systems that fall in the category of 
ground-source heat pumps are surface water heat pumps (SWHP), groundwater heat pumps 
(GWHP), geothermal heat pumps (GHP), and ground-coupled heat pumps (GCHP) 
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(ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003). The ground-coupled heat pump is of exclusive 
interest among the various ground-source heat pumps for this study. 
The GCHP system consists of a vapor compression refrigeration cycle which is 
reversible and able to operate in heating and cooling modes. The heat pump is linked or 
"coupled" to the ground through a closed heat exchanger system buried in earth. The most 
common GCHP system is the water-to-air heat pump. This system has cooling water (or a 
water-glycol solution) flowing through one side of a heat exchanger with refrigerant on the 
other side. Before running through the heat exchanger, the water solution circulates through 
an arrangement of buried pipes made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE). The air-side of 
the system is exposed to indoor air (ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003). 
The arrangement of underground pipes helps further distinguish ground-coupled heat 
pumps; there are horizontal and vertical ground heat exchanger networks. Horizontal 
GCHPs, as their name implies, arrange their heat exchanger piping networks horizontally. 
The three main sub-groups of horizontal GCHPs are the single-pipe, multiple-pipe, and spiral 
arrangements (ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003). 
The single-pipe arrangement lays a single pipe in a trench that is minimally 4 feet 
(1.22 meters) deep. The multiple-pipe arrangement places an additional number of pipes 
alongside the single pipe in the same trench. The single-pipe arrangement requires the 
greatest ground area for effective heat exchanger sizing. The multiple-pipe arrangement can 
cut the total ground area requirement, but needs greater overall pipe length since there is 
thermal interaction between adjacent pipes within the common trench (ASHRAE Applications 
Handbook 2003). 
The spiral-pipe arrangement for horizontal GCHPs lays a spiral coil either upright in 
a narrow trench or flat at the bottom of a wider trench. The spiral arrangement places great 
lengths of pipe in shorter trench lengths than the single- and multiple-pipe arrangements. 
Trench length is recommended to be 20 to 30 percent of comparable trenches in the previous 
layouts, but might actually need to be longer due to greater thermal interference between 
loops in the tube coil (ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003). 
Horizontal GCHPs offer less expensive installations than vertical GCHPs because 
they require shallow excavations, and inexpensive equipment is commonly available. For 
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individual residential installations there is usually adequate ground area available for proper 
heat exchanger sizing, though these systems require more area than vertical arrangements. 
Besides the greater ground area requirement, horizontal GCHPs have greater variation in 
performance as another disadvantage. Performance variations are exaggerated because 
ground temperatures fluctuate at shallow depths with respect to seasonal temperatures, and 
soil moisture content is affected by rainfall (thus influencing the soil thermal conductivity) 
(ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003). 
The vertical ground-coupled heat pump is of greatest interest in this study. Vertical 
GCHPs place U-shaped pipe bends in deep boreholes (wells). Upon placing the pipes in the 
borehole, the space is filled with a grouting material; commonly cement or Bentonite clay, 
depending upon local regulations. Well depths range from as shallow as 50 feet (15.24 
meters) to depths of 600 feet (182.88 meters). These heat pump systems are often termed 
"deep ground." Deep ground vertical ground-coupled heat pump systems are investigated in 
this study. Depending on the specified heat exchanger size, several wells might be drilled to 
install pipes. When arranged in a grid, recommended borehole spacing is minimally 20 feet 
(6.096 meters) to reduce thermal interference or substantial heating of the ground (ASHRAE 
Applications Handbook 2003). 
Vertical ground-coupled heat pumps offer several advantages. They require small 
ground areas and the least piping length and, therefore, pumping power. They can provide 
the most efficient performance of all GCHP systems. Vertical ground-coupled heat pumps 
have their ground heat exchangers exposed to soil that shows very little variance in 
temperature and properties like thermal conductivity, and escape the dependence of 
performance on ambient conditions that affect air-source heat pumps so greatly. The mean 
soil temperature is nearly constant for depths up to 200 feet (60.96 meters), but can vary 
more at depths from 0 to 30 feet (9.14 meters) (ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003). 
The chief disadvantage of ground-coupled heat pumps is their high installed cost. 
Well drilling operations can be quite expensive, and equipment might not be as readily 
available as the equipment necessary for the shallow excavations for horizontal GCHPs. 
Additionally, many locales have strict approval and monitoring requirements for well-drilling 
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operations (ASHRAE Applications Handbook 2003 and ASHRAE Systems and Equipment 
2004). 
2. 3 Refrigerants 
Residential heat pumps typically employ the vapor compression refrigeration cycle. 
The vapor compression refrigeration cycle is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. A 
refrigerant is the working fluid within the cycle. In the past, halocarbons were among the 
most popular refrigerants. Halocarbons were first produced by du Pont under the 
copyrighted name Freon (McQuiston, et al 2000). Halocarbon refrigerants contained 
chlorofluorocarbon compounds, or CFCs. Among the popular refrigerants containing CFCs 
are R-11, R-12, R-113, R-114, and R-115. CFC compounds contain chlorine and are 
considered environmentally harmful. The chlorine attacks ozone in Earth's upper 
atmosphere, depleting a critical screen from ultraviolet solar radiation (Wylie and Davenport 
1996). 
Since the 1990s, there has been a shift from CFC refrigerants to more 
"environmentally-friendly" refrigerants and refrigerant blends. One class of these 
refrigerants is the hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) group. These refrigerants do contain 
chlorine but also include hydrogen in their molecular composition. With the hydrogen 
molecule present, these refrigerants represent a reduced threat to the ozone layer. Popular 
HCFC refrigerants include R-22, R-123, R-124, R-14lb, and R-142b (Wylie and Davenport 
1996). 
Increased emphasis to create environmentally safer refrigerants has driven the 
development of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). One of the most recognizable of these 
refrigerants is R-134a, widely in use in today's automobile air-conditioning systems. Other 
HFC refrigerants include R-125, R-143a and R-152a (Wylie and Davenport 1996). 
Many of the environmentally-friendly alternative refrigerants have proven not to be 
excellent substitutes. Notable exceptions are the substitution of R-134a for R-12 in 
automobile air-conditioning systems and R-123 replacing R-11 in systems driven by 
centrifugal compressors. The blending of refrigerants, however, has become an alternative 
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method of meeting performance requirements while satisfying environmental concerns 
(Wylie and Davenport 1996). 
The behavior of blended refrigerants during evaporation and condensation at constant 
operating pressures is of particular interest. Blended refrigerants are classified as either 
azeotropic or zeotropic based on their behavior. Azeotropes are multi-component mixtures 
that do not change temperature during isobaric phase change. The refrigerant mixture has 
one boiling temperature at a point called its azeotropic point. Zeotropes are multi-component 
mixtures that experience a shift in temperature during isobaric phase change called glide. 
The components in a zeotrope do not have a constant boiling temperature and neither does 
the mixture as a whole (Wylie and Davenport 1996). 
Azeotropes are given ASHRAE designations in the 500 series, while zeotropes are 
given 400 series designations (Wylie and Davenport 1996). 
Common azeotrope refrigerants include: 
• R-500 (73.8% R-12 and 26.5% R-152a); Used in chillers to increase capacity 
over R-12 
• R-502 (48.8% R-22 and 51.2% R-115) 
• R-507 (45% R-125 and 55% R-143a); Alternative for R-12 and R-502 
Common zeotrope refrigerants include: 
• R-404A (44% R-125, 52% R-143a, and 4% R-134a) Alternative for R-12 and 
R-502 
• R-407C (23% R-32, 25% R-125, and 52% R-134a) Alternative for R-12 and 
R-22 
• R-410A (50% R-32 and 50% R-125) Alternative for R-22, R-502 
It is worthwhile to consider the use of environmentally-friendly refrigerants; in 
particular, the use of R-410A is becoming prevalent today. Thus, as part of this study, R-
41 OA will be used as the heat pump system refrigerant. The analyses performed for this 
study will use Engineering Equation Solver (EES) published by F-Chart Software. The 
software has extensive built-in property data for a number of common fluids, including R-
410A, and is therefore relied upon for refrigerant property data. 
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Having surveyed heat pump systems and discussed refrigerants used in heat pump 
equipment, the next chapter considers the thermodynamic theory development used in 
describing the operation of three refrigeration/heat pump· cycles: the Carnot cycle, and the 
ideal and actual vapor compression refrigeration cycles. 
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Chapter 3 Heat Pump Theory 
The development of the thermodynamic theory for heat pump cycles is related in this 
chapter. Beginning with a basic system, the Carnot cycle is first discussed. Then the ideal 
vapor compression refrigeration cycle is considered. Finally, a more realistic actual cycle is 
developed by examining common departures from an ideal system. 
3 .1 Overview 
Heat pump and refrigeration cycles transfer heat from regions of low temperature to 
regions of high temperature due to work input. Figure 3.1 depicts a simplified heat pump or 
refrigeration system and shows the primary heat and work interactions between the cycle 
(i.e., the system) and its surroundings. The dashed line in Figure 3.1 represents the control 
volume for the heat pump or refrigeration systems. The hot and cold bodies refer to thermal 
reservoirs and the arrows to and from the system represent the rate of heat exchange Q 
between these reservoirs and the system. The work Wcyc1e is the total work into the system. 
For the cycle shown in Figure 3.1, the net work equals the net heat transfer, therefore, 
. w -Q Q 
• • cycle - out - in 
In a refrigeration system, the interest is in cooling a space while in a heat pump system the 
interest is in heating a space or process. For the dual-mode heat pump systems considered in 
this study, the refrigeration cycle represents the heat pump operating in cooling mode. 
To evaluate the amount of work converted into heat, a coefficient of performance 
(COP) is defined for each type of system. For refrigeration, the heat transfer from the cold 
body to the system is the desired effect, and the coefficient of performance, fl, is 
p = desired effect = ~in = . Qin . (3.1) 
cost to produce desired effect wcycle QOUI -Qin 
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--------------------
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·~ ' . ~·· • wc1cle 
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' t· 
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Cold Body 
Figure 3.1 Heat and work interactions between heat pump and refrigeration systems 
and their surroundings. 
For a heat pump cycle, the heat transfer from the system to the hot body is of interest, and the 
coefficient of performance, y, is 
r = desired effect Qout Qout 
cost to produce desired effect W cycle Qour - Qin (3.2) 
Typical residential heat pump systems utilize the vapor compression refrigeration 
cycle. A simple vapor compression refrigeration cycle operates by circulating a refrigerant 
through four principal components: the compressor, the condenser, the expansion device, and 
the evaporator. The compressor operates to raise the pressure of refrigerant vapor between 
the evaporator and the condenser. The condenser exchanges heat with an environment, and 
achieves significant heat transfer through refrigerant phase change, condensing from vapor to 
liquid. Next, liquid refrigerant flows through an expansion device. Finally, the refrigerant 
flows through another heat exchanger known as the evaporator. The evaporator exchanges 
heat with an environment and achieves significant heat transfer by refrigerant phase change 
from liquid to vapor. 
Before analyzing an actual vapor compression refrigeration cycle, it is beneficial to 
further investigate the Carnot and ideal cycles. All three cycles, the Carnot, ideal, and actual 
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cycles, are simple and include only the four principal components and have one stage of 
compression. There are no Cascade cycles or additional components like desuperheaters, as 
might be found in more complex commercial systems. 
3.2 Carnot cycle 
The Carnot cycle is the theoretic ideal for all heat-engine type cycles. All processes 
occurring in the Carnot cycle are internally reversible, as are the isothermal heat transfer 
processes. The cycle components are schematically depicted in Figure 3.2. Note that the 
expansion device for the Carnot cycle is modeled as a turbine. 
The Carnot cycle operates fully within the vapor dome which means that the 
refrigerant always maintains a saturated state. It represents the best performance to be 
expected for a refrigeration cycle operating between hot and cold bodies at temperatures TH 
and Tc, respectively. The Carnot vapor compression refrigeration cycle is illustrated in the 
temperature-specific entropy (T-s) diagram in Figure 3.3. 
The compression process occurring between states 1 and 2 as well as the expansion 
process occurring between states 3 and 4 are internally reversible. The heat transfer 
processes occurring between states 2 and 3 and between states 4 and 1 are isothermal, and 
therefore they have no internal irreversibilities. With the absence of irreversibilities, an 
entropy balance can be used to discover the heat transfer rates shown in Figure 3.2. 
The general control volume entropy rate balance equation is 
dS Q. • • • 
___f!'.. = z:-1 + L m; S; - L me Se+ (}'CV 
dt j Tj ; e 
(3.3) 
where m is the mass flow rate, sis the specific entropy, Sis the entropy of the system, Qj is 
the heat transfer rate at a location j on the system boundary, Tj is the temperature at j, and 
O'cv is the rate of entropy destruction for the system. The subscripts i and e denote quantities 
into and exiting the control volume, respectively. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of Carnot vapor refrigeration cycle components. 
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Figure 3.3 T-s diagram for Carnot cycle. 
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The heat transfer out of the system occurs from the condenser, and is transferred at a 
temperature equal to TH. Noting that the mass flow rate is constant for one inlet and outlet, 
then m = m; =me. Assuming steady state operation, with no entropy production, this heat 
transfer rate is expressed by reducing Equation 3.3 appropriately to obtain 
Q~ut =TH(Sz -S3) 
m 
(3.4) 
The heat transfer into the system occurs through the evaporator, and is transferred at a 
temperature equal to Tc. Assuming steady state operation, constant mass flow rate, and no 
entropy production, the heat transfer rate, based upon Equation 3.3 is expressed as 
Q. 
--2!!.. = T (s - s ) 
. C I 4 (3.5) 
m 
Because the Carnot cycle represents the greatest potential performance, its 
refrigeration coefficient of performance is expressed as /JMax· Substituting Equations 3.4 and 
3.5 into Equation 3.1, the COP for the Carnot refrigeration cycle is expressed in Equation 
3.6. 
Tc 
TH -Tc 
(3.6) 
Likewise, the maximum heat pump coefficient of performance is found by substituting 
Equations 3.4 and 3.5 into Equation 3.2, and 
(3.7) 
3.3 Ideal vapor compression cycle 
The ideal vapor compression refrigeration system components are shown 
schematically in Figure 3.4. Notice that the turbine has been replaced by an expansion valve; 
its operation is described later. The states of the ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle 
are illustrated in the T-s diagram in Figure 3.5. The ideal vapor compression cycle does not 
always maintain a saturated state and has several notable departures from the Carnot cycle. 
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In the Carnot cycle, a liquid-vapor mixture was compressed to saturated vapor at the 
compressor exit. This process is known as wet compression, and can be damaging to 
compressor equipment. In the ideal vapor compression cycle, saturated vapor enters the 
compressor at state 1 and superheated vapor exits the compressor at state 2. This is a dry 
compression process. In addition, the compression is isentropic. As the refrigerant flows 
through the condenser, heat is transferred to the surroundings and the superheated vapor 
changes to liquid. In the ideal cycle, saturated liquid exits the condenser at state 3. 
The process between states 3 and 4 also departs from the Carnot cycle. In the Carnot 
cycle, the expansion process is from a saturated liquid to a two-phase liquid-vapor mixture 
having relatively low quality. This expansion produces a small amount of work by the 
turbine shown in Figure 3.2. Under these conditions, the turbine would operate inefficiently 
and its work output would be insignificant compared to the work required by the compressor. 
Considering the turbine inefficiency and the cost of turbine equipment, an expansion valve is 
substituted to throttle the high pressure refrigerant leaving the condenser to a lower pressure 
prior to entering the evaporator. The flow through the valve is irreversible and results in an 
increase in specific entropy between states 3 and 4. Specific enthalpy however, remains 
constant because the valve produces negligible heat and work transfer (as will be 
demonstrated later). A liquid-vapor mixture enters the evaporator at state 4. Heat is 
transferred into the system from a cold temperature region and the refrigerant mixture 
becomes saturated vapor at the device exit. 
To analyze the heat transfer and work interactions depicted in Figure 3.4, a control 
volume energy rate balance is applied to each of the components. The conservation of mass 
and energy for a control volume is 
dmcv " . " . 
--= L....i mi - L....i me 
dt i e 
(3.8a) 
dECV _ Q. w " . (h v;1 J " . (h v/ J 
-- - CV - CV + L....i mi i +-+ gzi - L....i me e +-+ gze 
dt i 2 e 2 
(3.8b) 
Several assumptions are made to reduce Equations 3.8a and 3.8b before applying them to the 
components of the ideal vapor compression refrigeration system. The assumptions are: 
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• The system operates at steady state. 
• Kinetic and potential energy effects are negligible. 
• Each component has one inlet and one exit. 
• A single stream of refrigerant mass flows through each component. 
Thus, Equations 3.8a and 3.8b simplify to 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
where Qcv is the heat transfer rate from the control volume and Wcv is the rate of work 
transferred to the control volume. 
Considering the compressor and assuming adiabatic compression, the work required 
by the compressor per unit mass flow rate is evaluated using Equation 3.9: 
w c~mp =(hz-hi) 
m 
(3.10) 
Considering the condenser, the heat transfer rate per unit of mass flow, from Equation 3.9, is 
Qc~nd =(~-hz) 
m 
(3.11) 
The process through the expansion valve is assumed to be adiabatic and to produce no work. 
Equation 3.8 reduces to reveal an isenthalpic relation across this device: 
(3.12) 
For the evaporator, the heat transfer rate is 
Qe~ap = {hi -h4) 
m 
(3.13) 
The coefficient of performance for the ideal vapor compression refrigeration cycle, 
using Equation 3.1, is 
(3.14) 
Note the mass flow rates cancel in Equation 3.13. A heat pump cycle, where heating is the 
desired effect, utilizes the vapor compression refrigeration cycle, but considers heat transfer 
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from the condenser as its desired effect. Therefore, the coefficient of performance for the 
ideal heat pump cycle is expressed as 
(3.15) 
3.4 Actual vapor compression cycle 
A more accurate depiction of actual vapor compression cycles is discussed next. The 
cycle uses the same components as the ideal cycle pictured in Figure 3.4. The cycle states 
are illustrated in the T-s diagram in Figure 3.6. The actual cycle differs from the ideal vapor 
compression cycle most significantly with the compression and expansion processes. First, 
the compression process from state 1 to state 2 is not isentropic. Second, the refrigerant is 
slightly superheated at state 1, which prevents the possibility of wet compression. 
Additionally, a slightly subcooled state exists at state 3. Figure 3. 7 shows the ideal and 
actual vapor compression cycles on the same T-s axes, with the actual cycle represented by 
the primed states. 
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Figure 3.6 T -s diagram for actual cycle. 
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s 
Figure 3. 7 T-s diagram depicting ideal and actual cycles. 
The equations used in analyzing the components of the actual cycle are the same as 
those presented in the analysis for the ideal cycle. In addition, the isentropic compressor 
efficiency is defined as a percentage of the work required for reversible (no entropy change) 
compression process to the work required in the actual compression process. Accordingly, 
(3.16) 
where lJcamp is the isentropic compressor efficiency and the subscript int rev characterizes the 
process as internally reversible. 
Having developed the heat pump cycle theory, it will be applied next. In Chapter 4, 
four heat pump cycle models are developed. The models for ideal and actual heating 
operation of air- and ground-source heat pump cycles are covered first. Then simulations for 
ideal and actual cooling operation of air- and ground-source heat pump are detailed in 
Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 Selection Criteria for Heat Pump Cycle Models 
The analytic models to simulate heating and cooling operation of air- and ground-
source heat pumps in the continental U.S. are developed in this chapter. First, the criteria 
used in creating a representative 31 city sample for the nation are presented. Monthly 
weather data obtainment for the sample is then discussed. The heat pump models for 
simulating operation within the environmental constraints of the selected cities are detailed 
last. 
4.1 Sample of U.S. cities 
The heat pump cost comparison is meant to provide a performance prediction for air-
source versus ground-source installations across the continental United States. Because heat 
pump performance is a function of source environmental temperature, these environments 
must first be selected. Weather data from the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) was 
utilized in this research. Sampling the nation became easier with the establishment of several 
climate zones created from the map shown in Figure 4.1. The map displays annual mean 
daily average temperature across the continental United States (NCDC 2004). The 
temperature zones were derived from the colors in the legend of Figure 4.1. There are two 
temperature regions that were not included in this study. The regions where the mean daily 
average temperature is less than 32.0 °F and greater than 70.0 °F (colored white and dark red, 
correspondingly) were excluded. The primary reason for this exclusion is that the lowest 
and highest extreme mean daily average temperature regions would require little cooling or 
heating, respectively. The remaining colored regions were assigned zone numbers 1 through 
7. Table 4.1 summarizes these zones. 
After further investigation, zone 1 was not included in the sampling of cities because 
it also experiences temperatures at a lower extreme and requires little cooling. Consequently, 
cities in zones 2 through 7 were considered in creating the nationwide sample. 
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Degrees Fahrenheit 
<32.0 
- 32.0-40.0 
- 40.1-45.0 
- 45.1-50.0 
50.1-55.0 
55.1 •60.0 
60.1-65.0 
- 65.1-70.0 
- >70.0 
Figure 4.1 Temperature map of the continental United States (NCDC 2004). 
Table 4.1 Temperature zone numbering corresponding to Figure 4.1. 
Zone Color Temperature 
range (°F) 
1 Pink 32.0- 40.0 
2 Purple 40.1 - 45.0 
3 Blue 45.1 - 50.0 
4 Green 50.1 - 55.0 
5 Yellow 55.1 - 60.0 
6 Orange 60.1 - 65.0 
7 Red 65.1 - 70.0 
Considering the presented criteria, a sample of 31 cities was selected, with a 
minimum of four cities representing each of the six temperature zones. The city sample 
provides fair coverage of a majority of U.S. geography, and encompasses more densely 
populated regions of the nation. Table 4.2 presents the city sampling and Figure 4.2 shows 
their approximate location on the map previously presented in Figure 4.1. Some city 
locations shown in Figure 4.2 appear very near (or within) the borders of adjacent 
temperature regions. Each city's zone designation was verified through its downloaded data, 
ensuring the information presented in Table 4.2 is accurate. 
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Table 4.2 The 31 city samples arranged by zone designation. 
Zone City State 
Alpena MI 
2 Helena MT 
Minot ND 
Rock Springs WY 
Albany NY 
Augusta ME 
Cheyenne WY 
3 Des Moines IA 
Lansing MI 
Minneapolis MN 
Pierre SD 
Indianapolis IN 
Pittsburg PA 
Pueblo co 
4 Reno NV 
Salt Lake City UT 
Springfield IL 
Topeka KS 
Amarillo TX 
Nashville TN 
5 Richmond VA 
Springfield MO 
Wichita KS 
Columbia SC 
6 Dallas TX Little Rock AR 
Montgomery AL 
Savannah GA 
7 Baton Rouge LA Houston TX 
Tucson AZ 
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Figure 4.2 Map showing the approximate locations of the 31 cities (NCDC 2004). 
4.2 Obtaining weather data 
Weather data was obtained for each of the 31 cities in the sample. Electronic data 
was obtained through the WebCliServ service on the NCDC website. For the analyses 
performed in this research, monthly data was desired for five selected data elements. The 
data elements are: cooling degree days, extreme minimum temperature, extreme maximum 
temperature, heating degree days, and monthly mean temperature. Data were taken for a ten 
year period beginning in 1994 and ending in 2003. The cities selected, with the exception of 
Augusta, Maine, are also included in the typical meteorological year (TMY2) dataset, which 
utilizes hourly data. 
4.3 Zone air temperatures 
To simulate operation of the air-source heat pump system in each location the air 
temperature must be known. Three types of air temperature data were obtained for each city. 
These data included the extreme minimum temperature, extreme maximum temperature, and 
monthly mean temperature. Table 4.3 summarizes the span of temperatures for each zone, 
ranging from the extreme minimum to the extreme maximum, averaged over the ten year 
period from 1994 to 2003. Table 4.3 also displays cutoff temperatures for heat pump heating 
and cooling operations relating to a base temperature of 65 °F (18 °C). The base temperature 
is used in formulating the heating and cooling degree day data Examining Table 4.3, it is 
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peculiar that the extreme maximum temperatures observed in zones 3 through 6 are equal. 
This is the result of rounding to the nearest whole degree and is a coincidence of the city 
sampling. 
4.4 Zone ground temperatures 
To simulate operation of the ground-coupled heat pump system in each climate zone 
the ground temperature must be specified. According to the International Ground-source 
Heat Pump Association (IGSHPA), the mean ground temperature may be assumed constant 
up to a depth of 200 feet, and to increase little per hundred feet of additional depth. These 
depths correspond to the deep ground vertical GSHP configuration examined in this study. 
Further, IGSHPA suggests the mean ground temperatures can be estimated by adding 2 °F to 
the annual air temperature, as follows, 
TGrolDld ""TAir,Average + 2°F (4.1) 
The values for TAir,Average used to estimate the mean ground temperature are the medians of 
the temperature boundaries for the climate zones shown in the map legend of Figure 4.2. 
Thus, the ground temperature is assumed constant for each of the six climate zones. Table 
4.4 displays the low, high, and median temperatures for each zone. The corresponding 
ground temperature, calculated according to Equation 4.1, is also displayed. 
Table 4.3 Zone extreme temperature summary with heating and cooling temperature 
ranges. 
Extreme Extreme 
Zone Minimum Maximum Heating Range Cooling Range Temperature Temperature 
(oC) (K) (oC) (K) (oC) (K) (oC) (K) 
2 -29 244 37 310 -29 - 18 244- 291 18-37 291-310 
3 -27 246 40 313 -27 - 18 246-291 18-40 291 - 313 
4 -22 251 40 313 -22 - 18 251 - 291 18-40 291 - 313 
5 -18 255 40 313 -18 - 18 255-291 18-40 291-313 
6 -11 262 40 313 -11 - 18 262-291 18-40 291-313 
7 -7 266 44 317 -7 -18 266- 291 18-44 291 - 317 
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Table 4.4 Estimated ground temperatures for the selected climate zones. 
Low High 
Zone Temperature Temperature 
(°F) (°F) 
2 40.1 45.0 
3 45.1 50.0 
4 50.1 55.0 
5 55.1 60.0 
6 60.1 65.0 
7 65.1 70.0 
4.5 Heat pump cycle simulation 
4.5.1 Engineering Equation Solver 
Median Temperature Ground Temperature 
(°F) (oC) (K) (°F) (oC) (K) 
42.5 5.8 278.8 44.5 6.9 280.0 
47.5 8.6 281.6 49.5 9.7 282.8 
52.5 11.4 284.4 54.5 12.5 285.6 
57.5 14.2 287.2 59.5 15.3 288.4 
62.5 16.9 289.9 64.5 18.1 291.2 
67.5 19.7 292.7 69.5 20.8 294.0 
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software was selected to solve the heat pump 
cycle equations. EES is an equation solver published by F-Chart Software that includes 
libraries of fluid properties. Property evaluations are easily performed within EES for a 
multitude of fluids, making the software well-suited for the solution of thermodynamics 
problems. EES Academic Commercial V7.175-3D was used in this research. 
4.5.2 General heat pump model information 
The cycle simulations generated for this research utilize the equations presented in 
Chapter 3. Modeling the operation of the ideal heat pump cycle requires specifying states 1 
through 4 illustrated on the cycle T-s diagram depicted in Figure 3.7, and the actual heat 
pump cycle requires specifying states l ', 2', 3', and 4'. Heat pump cycle simulations are run 
with Refrigerant 410-A as the working fluid. As discussed in section 2.3, R410-A is an 
"environmentally-friendly" refrigerant that is becoming more widely used in heat pump 
systems. The heat pump cycle simulations use an indoor (room) temperature of 22 °C for 
both heating and cooling operations. 
The simulations represent operation of an ideal vapor-compression cycle and its 
actual counterpart. The ideal cycle features isentropic compressor operation with isothermal 
heat transfer at both the condenser and evaporator. Saturated vapor enters the compressor, 
and saturated liquid exits the condenser in the ideal cases. 
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Figure 4.3 T-s diagram illustrating heat pump cycles for heating operation. 
From previous discussion in section 3.4, the actual cycle is known to depart from the 
ideal in three ways. First, the compression in the actual model is not isentropic. An 
isentropic compressor efficiency of 75% is assumed, as suggested by Moran and Shapiro 
(2004). The second departure from the ideal cycle is the addition of superheating at the 
compressor inlet. ASHRAE notes that typical suction superheating is l0°F (4.44 °C), and 
this value is used in the heat pump simulations to determine the actual states denoted with 
primes in Figure 3.7 (ASHRAE Systems and Equipment 2004). The final departure from the 
ideal cycle is the addition of subcooling at the condenser exit. ASHRAE notes that 
condensers can operate with l0°F of liquid subcooling (4.44 °C) and this value is used in the 
heat pump simulations to determine the actual (primed) states (ASHRAE Systems and 
Equipment 2004). 
4.5.2.1 Heating operation 
For simulation of the heat pump cycles operating in heating mode, a set of equations 
is developed for specifying the states for ideal and actual scenarios shown in Figure 4.3. The 
temperature difference !J.TH refers to the "hot side" difference. In heating operation, !J.TH is 
between the indoor heat exchanger (the condenser) and the indoor environment. The 
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temperature difference fJ.Tc refers to the "cold side" difference, which in heating is between 
the outdoor heat exchanger (the evaporator) and the outdoor environment. 
State 3 is fixed first; the quality is zero for the saturated liquid state and the 
temperature I; equals the indoor temperature TH = 22 °C plus fJ.TH , therefore 
I; =TH +fJ.TH ( 4.2) 
EES evaluates the pressure and enthalpy at state 3. The pressure at states 2, 2', and 3' are 
now known, as they lie on a line of constant pressure. Therefore, 
(4.3) 
State 3', a subcooled liquid state, is fixed by its pressure and its temperature, which is 
computed by subtracting the degrees of subcooling from the temperature at state 3, where 
J;,=J;-4.44°C (4.4) 
States 4 and 4' are fixed by their enthalpies and temperatures for the saturated liquid-
vapor phase. The throttling process through the expansion valve (from state 3 to state 4 and 
from state 3' to 4') is isenthalpic, and therefore 
~ =h4 
~' =h4' 
(4.5) 
The temperature at states 4 and 4' are equal and determined by subtracting fJ.Tc from the 
outdoor temperature according to 
(4.6) 
The outdoor air temperatures Tc range from 244 K to 291 K, according to the cutoff 
temperatures shown in Table 4.3. 
State 1 is fixed by its quality and temperature. The quality for the saturated vapor 
state is unity. The temperature of state 1 equals the temperature of states 4 and 4', which 
were fixed previously. State l' is superheated and fixed by its pressure and temperature. The 
pressure at state l' equals that of states 4, 4', and 1. Therefore, 
Pi,= P4 = p4, =Pi (4.7) 
The temperature at state 1' is computed by adding the degrees of superheat to the temperature 
at state 1, where 
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(4.8) 
The superheated states 2 and 2' are fixed last. State 2 is fixed by its pressure 
( Pz = ~) and entropy. The entropy at state 2 is equal to the entropy of state 1 since the ideal 
cycle assumes an isentropic compression process. Therefore, 
(4.9) 
State 2' is fixed by its pressure and enthalpy. The enthalpy at state 2' is solved according to 
the compressor isentropic efficiency. First an isentropic state, 2s', is determined, where 
(4.10) 
The pressure of the isentropic state is equal to the pressure of state 2'. EES then evaluates the 
enthalpy of state 2s'. The isentropic compressor efficiency defined in Equation 3.15 is 
rearranged to solve for the actual enthalpy ~, in terms of the isentropic enthalpy ~s' 
(formally referred to as internally reversible), where, 
~' = ~s' + fii, '(1Jcomp -1) (4.11) 
1Jcomp 
The isentropic compressor efficiency, 1Jcomp, as noted previously, is set to 75%. Expressing 
the percent as a fraction (%), Equation 4.11 is simplified to 
(4.12) 
Thus, all of the states for both the ideal and actual heat pump operations are known. In 
particular, the enthalpies will be used to calculate the heat and work transfers in order to 
determine the operational COPs. 
4.5.2.2 Cooling operation 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the states that must be determined for heat pump simulation in 
cooling operation. From Figure 4.4, the reversal of heat exchanger roles is evident when 
compared to the heating operation in Figure 4.3. The indoor heat exchanger (the evaporator) 
is now on the "cold side," while the outdoor heat exchanger (the condenser) is now on the 
"hot side." In cooling operation, the desired effect is cooling of the indoor space, as evident 
by the function of the heat exchangers. In cooling operation, outdoor air temperature (now 
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Figure 4.4 T-s diagram illustrating heat pump cycles for cooling operation. 
TH) ranges from 291 K to 317 K, according to Table 4.3. The states are set using Equations 
4.2 through 4.12, paying attention to the reversal of indoor and outdoor heat exchanger 
functions. 
The EES code syntax is included in Appendix A for all four heat pump operating 
simulations outlined in the following sections. These four simulations are: air-source heat 
pump in heating operation, ground-source heat pump in heating operation, air-source heat 
pump in cooling operation, and ground-source heat pump in cooling operation. 
4.5.3 Air-source heat pump model: heating operation 
For the air-source heat pump cycle considered in this study, both heat exchangers 
communicate with thermal reservoirs of air, as discussed previously in section 2.1. 
According to ASHRAE, there is generally a 10 to 20°F difference between the outdoor air 
and the evaporating refrigerant. For the heating model, the refrigerant temperature was 
assumed to be approximately 17°F less than the outdoor air temperature. Therefore, ll.TH 
and ll.Tc are approximated as 8°C (ASHRAE Systems and Equipment 2004). The coefficients 
of performance for the ideal and actual air-source heat pump heating simulations using 
Equation 3.14 are expressed as 
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(~ -hz) 
YAir, Ideal ( hz _ h, ) (4.13a) 
(~. -hz·) 
YAir, Actual = ( hz· _ h.· ) (4.13b) 
4.5.4 Ground-source heat pump model: heating operation 
The ground-source heat pump model for heating operation, similarly to its air-source 
counterpart, has the indoor heat exchanger as the condenser, and the outdoor heat exchanger 
as the evaporator. The condenser is exposed to indoor air and, like the air-source heating 
model, sets !!..TH at 8 °C. 
The 'outdoor' heat exchanger in the ground-source heating model is the evaporator. 
As described in section 2.2, the evaporator is not actually positioned outdoors, but is coupled 
to the ground through a series of heat exchanger loops that circulate a glycol mixture. 
According to ASHRAE, the temperature of the fluid entering the heat exchanger's glycol 
(water) side is generally 20 to 30°F above the deep ground temperature in cooling operation. 
For heating, the entering fluid temperature is 10 to 20 °F below the deep ground temperature 
(ASHRAE Applications 2003). To compromise, the model sets the cold side temperature 
difference, !!..Tc, at 14 °C (approximately 25 °F), accounting for an additional temperature 
difference between the evaporating refrigerant and glycol solution. 
The ground temperatures for heating operation Tc are assumed to be constant and 
vary only by zone (location) from 280 K to 294 K, according to Table 4.4. The assumption 
of constant ground temperature is widely accepted for deep ground vertical loop ground-
coupled heat pump installations, which is the variety this study considers (IGHSPA 1998). 
The coefficients of performance for the ideal and actual ground-source heat pump heating 
simulations are expressed as 
(~ -h2) 
YGrowid, Ideal = ( hz _ h, ) (4.14a) 
(~. -hz.) 
YGround, Actual= ( hz· _ h.•) (4.14b) 
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It is important to point out the COP for the ground-source heat pump operating in heating 
mode is constant for each climate zone. 
4.5.5 Air-source heat pump model: cooling operation 
The air-source heat pump model for cooling operation uses equivalent values for !).TH 
and !).Tc . In cooling operation, the heat exchangers have switched functions according to 
Figure 4.4. The coefficients of performance for the air-source heat pump cooling simulations 
are expressed as 
(hi -h4) 
/3Air, Ideal= (hi _hi) 
/3Air,Actual 
(hi· -h4') 
(hi· -hi·) 
4.5.6 Ground-source heat pump model: cooling operation 
(4.15a) 
(4.15b) 
The ground-source heat pump simulation operating in cooling mode reverses the role 
of the heat exchangers from the model described in section 4.5.4. Therefore, the temperature 
difference !).TH between the condenser and the ground-coupled heat exchanger fluid is 14 °C, 
while the temperature difference between the cooled indoor air and the evaporator, !).Tc, is 8 
°C. The coefficients of performance for the ground-source heat pump cooling simulation are 
expressed as 
(4.16a) 
(4.16b) 
The ground temperatures for cooling operation TH are assumed constant and vary by 
zone according to Table 4.4. The COPs for the ground-source heat pump operating in 
cooling mode are therefore constant for each climate zone, as it was for the ground-source 
heat pump operating in heating mode. 
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The heat pump models, as described in this chapter, will be simulated using R-410A 
as the working fluid. The goal is to compare air- and ground-source heat pumps, and their 
respective performance, based on the climate data for the 31 sampled cities. The results are 
presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 COP Analyses 
The purpose of this chapter is to relate heating and cooling trends across the 
continental United States through a series of analyses based upon coefficients of performance 
from heat pump cycle simulations. The chapter will evaluate the use of air- and ground-
source heat pumps in the United States through a cost ratio formulated from the COPs for air-
and ground-source heat pumps. An analysis based upon hourly data is completed for a 
representative city, and a sensitivity analysis is explored. 
5.1 COP results 
The air-source heat pump results are presented as a set of plots. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 
show the COPs for the ideal and actual air-source heat pump cycle simulations, respectively. 
The figures demonstrate the COP trends for both heating and cooling operations. The 
abscissa displays the outdoor air temperature and the dark vertical line at 291 K marks the 
differentiation from heating to cooling operation. In heating, the outdoor air temperature 
varies from 244 to 291 K. TAir varies from 291 to 317 K for cooling operation. Note that 
each zone represents a fixed ground temperature. It is evident that for heating, the COP 
increases with increasing air temperature, whereas for cooling operation, the COP decreases 
with increasing air temperature. The overall trends between Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are similar 
for the ideal and actual cycles; however, the maximum and minimum COPs (observed at 291 
K) are lower for the actual case. This is expected due to the irreversibilities of a real system. 
The ground-source heat pump results are presented as a set of tables. Tables 5.1 and 
5.2 provide COPs for the ideal and actual ground-source heat pumps for heating and cooling 
modes, respectively. The results presented for the ground-source heat pump simulations 
illustrate trends similar to those of the air-source heat pump simulations. Observe that the 
COP for heating operation increases with increasing ground temperature in Table 5.1. The 
coefficient of performance decays with increasing ground temperature in cooling operation, 
as seen in Table 5.2. The COPs for the actual cases are indeed lower than those for the ideal 
in both heating and cooling operation, again due to actual system irreversibilities. 
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Figure 5.1 COP results for the ideal air-source heat pump cycle. 
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Figure 5.2 COP results for the actual air-source heat pump cycle. 
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Table 5.1 COP results for the ground-source heat pump ideal and actual cycles in 
heating mode. 
Zone Taround(K) COP1dea1 COP Actual 
2 280.0 6.8 5.5 
3 282.8 7.4 6.0 
4 285.6 8.1 6.5 
5 288.4 9.0 7.2 
6 291.2 10.0 8.0 
7 294.0 11.3 9.0 
Table 5.2 COP results for the ground-source heat pump ideal and actual cycles in 
cooling mode. 
Zone Taround (K) COP1deal 
2 280.0 37.5 
3 282.8 26.4 
4 285.6 20.2 
5 288.4 16.3 
6 291.2 13.5 
7 294.0 11.4 
5.2 Cost ratio development and analyses 
5.2.1 Developing the cost ratio 
COP Actual 
28.9 
20.4 
15.7 
12.6 
10.5 
8.9 
The cost ratio is developed using the COP relationships initially outlined in sections 
3.3 and 3.4. Recall that the coefficient of performance is defined as the ratio of useful heat 
transfer to the cycle work, stated generally as 
COP=~ 
w 
(5.1) 
The COP for heating operation, y, has the numerator in Equation 5.1 as the heat transfer rate 
from the condenser to the heated indoor space, while the COP expressed for cooling 
operation, p, has the numerator as the heat transfer rate from the evaporator to the cooled 
indoor space. The denominator is the compressor work input in each case. Relating the 
heating COPs for air and ground-source heat pumps 
~= 
YGround 
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QCondenser,Air 
WCompressor,Air 
QCondenser,Ground 
WCompressor ,Ground 
(5.2) 
Although the heat transfers are for different systems, they cancel because they represent the 
same desired effect, heating of the indoor space. The heating effect demanded for a 
conditioned space is the same, whether the system supplying the heating is an air- or ground-
source heat pump. Therefore, 
r Air - WCompressor,Ground 
r Ground WCompressor,Air 
(5.3) 
Now considering that compressor work is directly proportional to the dollars spent to 
power the air-source and ground-source heat pumps, a cost ratio is developed 
WCompressor, Ground = r Air = CR [$Ground] W Heat $ 
Compressor, Air r Ground Air 
(5.4) 
with the units of CRHeat shown in the square brackets of Equation 5.4. 
The cost ratio for cooling is developed in a similar manner. For cooling operation, 
the COP ratio using Equation 5.1 becomes 
QEvaporator,Air 
/3 Air WCompressor ,Air 
/JGround QEvaporator,Ground 
(5.5) 
WCompressor ,Ground 
The evaporator heat transfers cancel based on the earlier discussion that the desired heat 
transfer is the same, regardless of the type of system. The expression for cooling operation is 
w~ompressor,Ground = /3Air =CR [$Ground] 
W /3 Cool $ 
Compressor, Air Ground Air 
(5.6) 
The cost ratio is equally developed for ideal and actual heat pump heating and cooling cycles 
using the appropriate COPs and Equations 5.4 and 5.6. 
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5.2.2 Cost ratio results 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the results of the cost ratio calculations for the ideal heat pump 
cycle for heating and cooling operation on common axes. Note that in heating the minimum 
outdoor air temperature is not equal for each climate zone. Instead the minimum air 
temperatures vary according to Table 4.3. In cooling, the maximum air temperature for each 
zone also varies according to Table 4.3. 
The cost ratio (CR) increases with increasing outdoor air temperature (TAir) in heating 
operation and decreases with increasing TAir in cooling operation. The shapes of the curves 
in Figure 5.3 are similar to those in the ideal COP plot in Figure 5.1. This is expected 
because CR is defined as 
CR= COPAir 
COPGround 
(5.7) 
In Equation 5.7 the denominator, COPGround, is a constant for each zone (ground temperature) 
while the numerator, COPAir, varies according to the changing air temperature for each zone. 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the results of the cost ratio calculations for the actual heat pump 
cycle for heating and cooling operation. When comparing Figures 5.3 and 5.4, their virtually 
identical appearance becomes evident. The similarity results because the rate of decrease in 
COP with the ideal to actual cases in both heating and cooling are essentially equal, and 
therefore CR is nearly equal. In light of this observation, the ideal case is excluded from 
further study so effort may be focused upon the more realistic actual case. 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 plot the actual cost ratio curves separately for heating and 
cooling, respectively. Examining Figure 5.5, the varying minimum air temperatures are 
noted. The values of the minimum temperatures are summarized in Table 4.3. Figure 5.6 
allows clearer illustration of the maximum air temperature variation for cooling operation, 
which is summarized in Table 4.3. Here the coincidence is again noted that zones 3 through 
6 have the same maximum air temperature, as described in section 4.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Cost ratio for ideal heat pump operation in heating and cooling modes. 
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Figure 5.4 Cost ratio for actual heat pump operation in heating and cooling modes. 
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Figure 5.6 Cost ratio for actual heat pump operation in cooling mode. 
5 .3 Inverse cost ratio development and analysis 
5.3.1 Developing the inverse cost ratio 
The non-linear nature of the cost ratio curves presented in Figures 5.3 through 5.6 are 
problematic since it is desired fit a relationship to the cost ratio data. The relationship will be 
used to evaluate the cost ratio for each of the 31 sample cities at a unique monthly 
temperature for each location. In an effort to linearize the data, the inverse cost ratio, CK1, is 
defined as 
CR-I [ $Air ] = CQPGround 
$Ground CQPAir 
(5.8) 
The units of CK1 are noted in the brackets in Equation 5.8. The inverse cost ratio is 
calculated for the actual heat pump cycle for heating and cooling operations. 
5 .3 .2 Inverse cost ratio results 
The results of the inverse cost ratio calculations are presented in Figures 5. 7 through 
5.9. Figure 5.7 shows CK1 for the actual heat pump model operating in heating and cooling 
modes. As in Figure 5.4, the abscissa displays the outdoor air temperature and the dark 
vertical line at 291 K marks the differentiation from heating to cooling operations. The 
cutoff temperatures for each zone are listed in Table 4.3. The inverse cost ratio (CK1) 
decreases with increasing outdoor air temperature (TAir) in heating operation, and increases 
with increasing TAir in cooling operation. Note the curves in Figure 5.7 are much more linear 
than those representing CR in Figure 5.4, and more so for the case of heating operation. 
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 take the actual inverse cost ratio curves and plot them separately 
for heating and cooling, respectively. As was the case with Figures 5.5 and 5.6, examining 
these plots allows clearer illustration of the minimum and maximum air temperature 
variations for heating and cooling operation, by zone. The more linear behavior is also better 
illustrated in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. 
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Figure 5.7 Inverse cost ratio (CR"1) for actual heat pump operation in heating and 
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Figure 5.9 CR"1 for actual heat pump operation in cooling mode. 
5.4 Curve fitting CR-1 data 
5.4.1 Motivation for curve fitting 
The inverse cost ratio was developed in response to the non-linear nature of the cost 
ratio curves presented in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The non-linearity presents a problem since it is 
desired fit a mathematic relationship to the inverse cost ratio data. The relationship will be 
used to evaluate the inverse cost ratios (and, therefore, the cost ratios) for the sample cities. 
5. 4. 2 Curve fitting methods 
JMP software was chosen to perform least squares (LS) curve fits on the CK1 data for 
heating and cooling, independently. JMP is a statistical analysis software package published 
by the SAS Institute that offers intuitive least squares curve fitting procedures. JMP Version 
5.1.2 was used for this research. 
Before beginning the curve fitting in JMP, it was desired to discover which 
polynomial terms would best represent the data. Microsoft Excel was used to fit curves to 
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each zone's heating and cooling data, for polynomials of varying degrees. Essentially T Ground 
was held constant and the polynomial related TAir and CK1• While performing the curve fits, 
attention was paid to the value of R2, which is a coefficient that evaluates goodness of fit. R2 
varies from zero to one, with one signifying a perfect fit. Polynomial curve fitting was 
repeated for each zone until an R2 of at least 0.999 was achieved for each zone's curve. For 
both heating and cooling, a term with r Air was determined to be of highest order. The 
procedure for finding a relationship between T Ground and CK1 involved holding TAir constant 
at several points and evaluating CK1 for each T Ground at the specified TAir· In heating and 
cooling, a third order polynomial in TGround best related to CK1. Knowing the highest order 
terms helped achieve excellent fits; a spreadsheet was constructed for heating and cooling 
containing TA;,, T Ground, r Air, T Ground, combinations of the independent variables, and the 
dependent variable CK1. These spreadsheets were loaded into two JMP data tables; one for 
heating and one for cooling. 
Next, JMP performs a stepwise regression to determine which model effects to 
include in creating a very good curve fit to the data set. In JMP, an R2 value of at least 
0.9995 was needed to produce excellent fits for the heating and cooling data. JMP examines 
all possible models, and reports them by number of terms in the model and by highest R2. 
5.4.3 Curve fitting results 
The heating relationship created by JMP has five terms with an additional intercept 
term. Although terms containing r Air and T Ground were thought to be significant, the model 
suggested by JMP had no r Air terms. The predicted model coefficients are presented in 
Table 5.3 which satisfies the inverse cost ratio: 
Figure 5.10 displays the data fit generated using Equation 5.9. The HP Simulation 
series represent data (open circle) generated by the EES simulation and the LS model series 
(solid lines) represents the least squares model developed by JMP. The LS model is in 
excellent agreement with the EES simulation, with a maximum error of 1.80% for zone 2 at 
the highest temperature. The average error is 0.33% over 228 data points. 
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Table 5.3 Coefficient values used in Equation 5.9. 
Constant Value 
B1 253.404 
B2 -2.68772 
B1 -l.014898E-02 
B4 2.510670E-05 
B5 l .970342E-02 
B6 -3.645314E-05 
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Figure 5.10 Least squares curve fit for heating data. 
The cooling relationship created by JMP has eight terms with an additional intercept 
term. The predicted coefficients are presented in Table 5.4 which satisfies the inverse cost 
ratio for cooling: 
CR"ioo/, Predicted =cl + CzTAir + C3TGround + C4T(;,ound + CsTAirTGround + 
C6TAirT;round + C1T'i;,TGround + CsT'i;,T'/;,ound + C9T'}.;,T;round 
(5.10) 
Figure 5.11 displays the data fit generated using Equation 5.10. The HP Simulation 
series represents data generated by EES simulation and the LS Model series represents the 
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least squares model developed by JMP. Again, there is excellent agreement between the 
least squares model and the EES simulation, with a maximum error of 10.24% for zone 6 at 
the lowest temperature. The average error is 1.39% over 139 data points. 
Table 5.4 Coefficient values used in Equation 5.10. 
Constant Value 
C1 -99166.414 
C2 406.070079 
C1 691.82226 
C4 -1.20569 
Cs -2.1296214 
c6 8.6530089E-06 
C7 -3.17789E-03 
Cs 2.22806E-05 
C9 -3.90051050E-08 
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Figure 5.11 Least squares curve fit for cooling data. 
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5.5 Weighting factor formulation 
A weighting factor is formulated to calculate the percentage of heating (or 
alternatively, cooling) that occurs in a given month for the sample cities. The weighting 
factor is multiplied by the cost ratio for each month for the sample cities, and the results are 
averaged for a yearly period. Thus, an adjusted cost ratio can be multiplied by a 
homeowner's heating and/or cooling bills to calculate the potential savings of an air- or 
ground-source heat pump installation for his or her home. 
5.5.1 Heating and cooling degree days 
Heating and cooling degree day data was obtained from the National Climate Data 
Center, as previously discussed. The monthly data is for a ten year period spanning 1994 to 
2003 for each of the 31 sample cities. The degree day method has been commonly used to 
predict heating and cooling loads. The degree day method uses a 65 °F base temperature, 
and degree days are calculated according to the relations: 
HDD = 65 o F -TMean,Air 
CDD = TMean,Air -650 F 
(5.11) 
The heating degree day (HDD) equals zero when TMean,Air is greater than or equal to 65 °F. 
The cooling degree day ( CDD) equals zero when TMean,Air is less than or equal to 65 °F. An 
annual summary of the mean air temperature, CDD and HDD appears in Table 5.5 for each 
of the cities. 
5.5.2 Development of the weighting factor 
The weighting factor for heating, WF H, is defined by 
WFH = HDDMonth 
HDDAnnual 
(5.12) 
where HDDMonth are the heating degree days for a given month and HDD Annual are the 
heating degree days for each month summed to yield an annual count. Values for HDDAnnuaJ 
are reported in Table 5.5. 
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Table 5.5 Annual mean temperature, annual mean CDD, annual mean HDD for the 
sample cities. 
Annual Annual 
Mean Mean Mean 
Zone Citv State Temp. CDD HDD 
Alpena MI 43.9 323.7 7941.9 
2 Helena MT 44.9 400.7 7653.0 Minot ND 42.3 509.9 8745.9 
Rock Springs WY 43.7 321.8 8021.3 
Albany NY 48.4 610.3 6593.0 
Augusta ME 46.2 460.1 7245.6 
Cheyenne WY 46.8 424.4 6999.6 
3 Des Moines IA 50.6 1044.7 6233.9 
Lansing MI 47.3 539.9 6924.9 
Minneapolis MN 46.3 773.2 7524.6 
Pierre SD 48.0 986.7 7120.5 
Indianapolis IN 53.4 1093.2 5264.9 
Pittsburg PA 51.6 772.2 5571.8 
Pueblo co 52.2 963.9 5545.9 
4 Reno NV 53.4 795.3 4967.9 
Salt Lake City UT 53.7 1283.0 5321.9 
Springfield IL 53.0 1123.4 5415.3 
Topeka KS 55.4 1502.6 4936.9 
Amarillo TX 57.8 1514.0 4051.8 
Nashville TN 59.8 1693.7 3514.2 
5 Richmond VA 58.4 1444.7 3795.2 
Springfield MO 56.3 1382.0 4476.3 
Wichita KS 57.2 1722.2 4504.5 
Columbia SC 63.9 2165.3 2471.0 
6 Dallas TX 66.4 2835.3 2230.8 Little Rock AR 62.8 2220.9 2936.4 
Montgomery AL 65.3 2326.6 2147.1 
Savannah GA 66.8 2464.5 1737.1 
7 Baton Rouge LA 67.8 2717.6 1616.8 Houston TX 69.6 3137.1 1362.0 
Tucson AZ 70.0 3334.1 1421.8 
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The weighting factor for cooling, WF c, is defined by 
WFc = CDDMonth 
CDDAnnuaJ 
(5.13) 
where CDDMonth are the cooling degree days for a given month and CDD Annual are the cooling 
degree days for each month summed to yield an annual count. Values forCDDAnnuaJ are 
reported in Table 5.5. The monthly weighting factors are displayed in Appendix B, Table 
B.1. (Recall that monthly data are averaged for a ten year period from 1994 to 2003.) Upon 
inspection of the weighting factors, there are values less than or equal to 0.05. For those 
months with weighting factors less than 5%, the values are set equal to zero. Essentially, this 
eliminates months that require very little heating or cooling and increases the number of 
months that are considered strictly heating or strictly cooling. 
5.5.3 Adjusted inverse cost ratio 
The inverse cost ratio is evaluated using the relationships presented in Equations 5.9 
and 5.10. For months that are strictly heating (WFc = 0) or strictly cooling (WFH = 0) at a 
given location, CK1 is evaluated at the monthly mean temperature, ~;, . 
With monthly temperatures, weighing factors, and CK1, the product of the month's 
weighting factor and inverse cost ratio produces an adjusted inverse cost ratio, CR~!iusted,Month, 
for each month: 
CR~!justed,Month = WFMonth 'CR;}onth (5.16) 
and the ratio is evaluated for both heating and cooling (where appropriate) for each month. 
The annual adjusted inverse cost ratio for heating and cooling is reported for each city by 
summing each of twelve months: 
CR~!justed ,Annual = L CR~~justed ,Month 
Year 
The monthly CK1 results are presented in Appendix B, Table B.2. 
(5.17) 
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5.5.4 Adjusted cost ratio 
Finally, the annual adjusted cost ratio, CRAdjusted.Annual, is calculated by taking the 
inverse of CR;~justed,Annuaz for each city. Therefore, 62 fmal cost ratios are formed, one for 
heating and one for cooling for each of the 31 sample cities. The resulting monthly ratios are 
reported in Table 5.6. Note the unit of the fmal cost ratio is $0rounJ$Afr. The cost ratios for 
each zone are averaged and reported in Table 5.7. Examining the results presented in Table 
5. 7, one can see trends emerge according to the climate zone, as illustrated in Figures 5 .12 
and 5.13. Figure 5.12 shows that the inverse cost ratio for heating seems to stay nearly 
constant at approximately unity with respect to the temperature zone. For cooling, however, 
a noticeable decrease in CK1 occurs as the zone progresses toward higher ground 
temperatures; recall that zone 7 is the warmest climate. Figure 5.13 displays the inverse of 
Figure 5.12. CR remains nearly one across all temperature zones for heating, while the CR 
increases with increasing ground temperature for cooling operation. 
The annual adjusted cost ratio provides a direct comparison between the economics of 
air- and ground-source heat pump systems. The annual adjusted cost ratio is formulated to be 
used with information regarding a homeowner' s heating and cooling costs to predict the 
potential savings of an air- or ground-source heat pump installation for a given location. For 
example, in zone 2 the adjusted cost ratio for cooling is 0.520. With a hypothetical cooling 
bill of $200, the savings for a ground-source heat pump over an air-source heat pump is 
evaluated as: 
CostGround,Cooling = $200.00 · 0.520 = $104.00 
Savings = $200.00-$104.00 = $96.00 
This homeowner could notice an annual cooling cost savings of $96.00 if a ground-source 
heat pump were chosen over an air-source unit. 
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Table 5.6 The annual calculated adjusted cost ratios for the 31 city sample. 
Annual 
Zone City State CR"1AdjustedHeat CR.1Adjusted Cool CRAdjusted Heat CRAdjusted Cool 
Alpena MI 1.010 1.730 0.990 0.578 
2 Helena MT 0.951 1.996 1.051 0.501 
Minot ND 1.092 2.046 0.916 0.489 
Rock Springs WY 0.996 1.951 1.004 0.512 
Albany NY 1.033 1.500 0.968 0.667 
Augusta ME 1.057 1.444 0.946 0.692 
Cheyenne WY 1.007 1.450 0.993 0.690 
3 Des Moines IA 1.060 1.677 0.943 0.596 
Lansing MI 1.029 1.369 0.972 0.730 
Minneapolis MN 1.134 1.545 0.882 0.647 
Pierre SD 1.093 1.727 0.915 0.579 
Indianapolis IN 1.075 1.298 0.930 0.771 
Pittsburg PA 1.061 1.154 0.943 0.866 
Pueblo co 1.064 1.317 0.940 0.760 
4 Reno NV 0.970 1.231 1.031 0.813 
Salt Lake City UT 1.034 1.439 0.967 0.695 
Springfield IL 1.095 1.285 0.913 0.778 
Topeka KS 1.068 1.457 0.936 0.686 
Amarillo TX 1.078 1.181 0.928 0.847 
Nashville TN 1.024 1.148 0.977 0.871 
5 Richmond VA 1.059 1.055 0.944 0.948 
Springfield MO 1.127 1.138 0.887 0.879 
Wichita KS 1.109 1.247 0.902 0.802 
Columbia SC 1.010 1.026 0.990 0.975 
6 Dallas TX 1.013 1.171 0.987 0.854 Little Rock AR 1.075 1.074 0.930 0.931 
Montgomery AL 0.985 1.016 1.015 0.984 
Savannah GA 1.061 0.859 0.943 1.165 
7 Baton Rouge LA 1.037 0.893 0.965 1.120 Houston TX 1.011 0.931 0.989 1.074 
Tucson AZ 1.058 1.043 0.945 0.959 
Table 5. 7 Zone averages for the annual cost ratios. 
Zone CR-I Adjusted Heat CR-1Adjusted Cool CRAdjusted Heat CRAdjusted Cool 
2 1.012 1.931 0.990 0.520 
3 1.059 1.530 0.946 0.657 
4 1.052 1.311 0.952 0.767 
5 1.079 1.154 0.928 0.869 
6 1.021 1.072 0.980 0.936 
7 1.042 0.932 0.960 1.079 
-~ 
u 
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Figure 5.13 Cost ratio variation with respect to temperature zone. 
5.6 Additional analyses 
5.6.1 Hourly analysis 
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An analysis was completed utilizing TMY2 data for Des Moines, Iowa to provide an 
hourly comparison to the monthly results presented in section 5.5. The TMY2 dataset is 
derived using information from the 1961-1990 National Solar Radiation Data Base and is 
available from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. TMY2 data is intended to be 
used for the simulation of solar energy systems and building systems (Marion and Urban 
1995). 
The dry bulb temperature data represents the ambient air temperature in the TMY2 
dataset and was used in the analysis. First, the minimum and maximum dry bulb 
temperatures were determined from the hourly data. The minimum dry bulb temperature is 
-18 °F (245 K) and the maximum dry bulb temperature is 98 °F (310 K). These values fall 
within the range of extreme air temperatures displayed in Table 4.3. Therefore, the 
polynomial curve fits developed in section 5.4 were used to calculate the inverse cost ratio 
for heating and cooling. Equation 5.9 calculates the inverse cost ratio for heating using the 
dry bulb temperature as TAir and the zone 3 ground temperature from Table 4.4 as TGround. 
Similarly, Equation 5.10 calculates the inverse cost ratio for cooling. The inverse cost ratio 
is then evaluated for each hour of the typical meteorological year. 
Next, the hourly heating and cooling degree days must be calculated according to 
formulae analogous to Equation 5.11: 
65°F-T, HDD = DryBulb,Hour 
Hour 24 
T, -65°F CDD = DryBulb,Hour 
Hour 24 
(5.18) 
where TDryBulb,Hour represents the dry bulb temperature for a given hour. Hourly heating and 
cooling degree days are computed for all 8760 hours of the typical meteorological year, and 
the results respectively summed to produce the annual heating and cooling degree days. 
Table 5.8 compares HDD and CDD for both the monthly and hourly (TMY2) data. 
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Table 5.8 Annual degree days for Des Moines, Iowa. 
Data HDDAnnual CDDAnnual 
Monthly 6233.9 1044.7 
Hourly 6654.5 1075.8 
The percent difference between the calculated hourly heating degree days and the monthly 
values is 6.53%, whereas the percent difference between the hourly and monthly cooling 
degree days is 2.93%, indicating acceptable agreement of the results. 
Using equations analogous to Equations 5.12 and 5.13, hourly weighting factors are 
calculated with the numerators changed to the appropriate hourly value and the denominators 
using the hourly degree day values displayed in Table 5.8. The hourly inverse cost ratio is 
then adjusted by the hourly weighting factor using similar methods to those described in 
section 5.5.3, and the annual adjusted cost ratio based on hourly data is formulated similarly 
to the procedure in section 5.5.4. 
Table 5.9 compares the entire set of cost ratio results (including inverse cost ratios) for 
Des Moines, Iowa. There is agreement, though the percent difference between the results is 
larger than that encountered for the degree day calculations. Recalling the adjusted cost ratio 
is the ultimate product of the analysis, there is a 12.71 % difference between the monthly and 
hourly results for CRAdjusted Heat and a 33.29% difference between the monthly and hourly 
results for CRAdjusted Cool. 
To compare the cost savings potential of a ground-source heat pump installation in 
Des Moines, consider a hypothetical annual home cooling bill of $200.00. The estimated 
cooling cost is evaluated as: 
CostGround,Cooling = [Cooling Bill]· CR Adjusted Cool 
The cost savings for both monthly and hourly formulations of the adjusted cost ratio are 
presented in Table 5.10. 
Table 5.9 Cost ratio results for Des Moines, Iowa. 
Data CR-l Adjusted Heat cR-l Adjusted Cool CRAdjusted Heat CRAdjusted Cool 
Monthly 1.060 1.677 0.943 0.596 
Hourly 1.204 2.348 0.830 0.426 
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Table 5.10 Cost savings comparison for Des Moines, Iowa. 
Data Cooling Bill CRAdjusted Cool Cooling cost Savings (ground-source) 
Monthly $200.00 0.596 $119.20 $80.80 
Hourly $200.00 0.426 $85.18 $114.82 
5.6.2 Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis helps determine the model response to changes in an input 
variable. The sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the effects upon the cost ratio 
results caused by changing the ground temperature formulation. The model response was 
first considered using the monthly data. To determine the sensitivity of the models to the 
ground temperature, an alternative formulation of Equation 4.1 is used with an additional 
degree added to the average air temperature. Therefore, 
TGround:::::: TAir,Average +3°F (5.19) 
The new ground temperatures calculated according to Equation 5.19 are shown in 
Table 5.11. Using the new ground temperatures, the heat pump cycle simulations described 
in sections 4.5.2 through 4.5.6 were executed, noting the air temperatures remain unchanged 
from those described in section 4.3. New coefficient of performance data was generated and 
used in analyses similar to those described in Chapter 5. It is important to note that no 
changes were necessary for the weighting factors since they are not dependent upon ground 
temperature in any way. 
The sensitivity analysis required finding new polynomial inverse cost ratio 
relationships, similar to Equations 5.9 (heating) and 5.10 (cooling). The new relationships 
have the same number of terms and share common orders of magnitude, however new 
constants were generated by JMP. The coefficients appear in Tables 5.12 and 5.13. As in 
the original analysis, the least squares fits achieved by JMP are in excellent agreement with 
the EES simulations. The maximum error for heating occurs at the highest temperature of 
zone 2 and equals 1.87%. The average error is 0.33% over 228 data points. The maximum 
error for the cooling curve fit occurs at the lowest temperature in zone 6 and equals 19.47%. 
The average error is 5.22% over 139 data points. 
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Table 5.11 Estimated ground temperatures for the sensitivity analysis. 
Low High Ground 
Zone Temperature Temperature Median Temperature Temperature 
(°F) (°F) (°F) (oC) (K) (°F) (oC) (K) 
2 40.1 45.0 42.5 5.8 278.8 45.5 7.5 280.6 
3 45.1 50.0 47.5 8.6 281.6 50.5 10.3 283.4 
4 50.1 55.0 52.5 11.4 284.4 55.5 13.0 286.2 
5 55.1 60.0 57.5 14.2 287.2 60.5 15.8 289.0 
6 60.1 65.0 62.5 16.9 289.9 65.5 18.6 291.8 
7 65.1 70.0 67.5 19.7 292.7 70.5 21.4 294.6 
The procedures described in sections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5 then produce the new cost ratio 
results, which are presented for all cities in Appendix B, Table B.3. Table B.3 also displays 
the cost ratio results from the original analysis where TGround = TAir ,Average + 2 ° F. The 
information presented in Table B.3 is used in the calculation of the sensitivities for each city. 
The response of the two adjusted inverse cost ratios and the two adjusted cost ratios to 
changing the ground temperature by 1°F is observed as the corresponding sensitivity, with 
units of ($Grounctl$Air)l°F. The calculated sensitivities, along with the percent difference 
between the original cost ratios and the new cost ratios are shown in Appendix B, Table B.4. 
The resultant adjusted inverse cost ratios ( CR-1) and adjusted cost ratios (CR) 
generated through the sensitivity analysis (with respect to monthly data) averaged across 
each zone are represented in Table 5 .14, which is analogous to Table 5. 7. The calculated 
sensitivities, along with the percent difference between the original cost ratios and the new 
cost ratios averaged across each zone are shown in Table 5.15. Note that sensitivity varies by 
location and by mode of operation. 
Table 5.12 Coefficients of Equation 5.9 (heating) for the sensitivity analysis. 
Constant Value 
B1 253.404 
B2 -2.68772 
B3 -1.0lE-02 
B4 2.51E-05 
Bs 1.97E-02 
B6 -3.65E-05 
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Table 5.13 Coefficients of Equation 5.10 (cooling) for the sensitivity analysis. 
Constant Value 
C1 -99166.414 
C2 406.070079 
C3 691.82226 
C4 -1.20569 
Cs -2.1296214 
c6 8.65E-06 
C1 -3.18E-03 
Cs 2.23E-05 
C9 -3.90E-08 
Table 5.14 Zone average annual cost ratio results for the sensitivity analysis. 
Zone CR-I Adjusted Heat CR-I Adjusted Cool CRAdjusted Heat CRAdjusted Cool 
2 1.028 1.829 0.975 0.549 
3 1.077 1.492 0.930 0.674 
4 1.072 1.308 0.934 0.769 
5 1.102 1.168 0.908 0.859 
6 1.045 1.091 0.958 0.919 
7 1.069 0.966 0.936 1.040 
Table 5.15 Sensitivity results by zone. 
Zone TGround CRAdjusted Heal Sensitivity 
Percent 
CRAdjusted Cool Sensitivity 
Percent 
Difference Difference 
TAir+2 0.990 0.520 
2 -0.016 1.586 0.029 5.405 
T . ..rr+3 0.975 0.549 
3 
TAir+2 0.946 
-0.016 1.708 
0.657 
0.016 2.447 
T . ..rr+3 0.930 0.674 
4 
TAir+2 0.952 
TAir+3 0.934 
-0.018 1.872 
0.767 
0.769 
0.002 0.209 
5 
TAir+2 0.928 
-0.019 
0.869 
2.082 -0.011 1.228 
TAir+3 0.908 0.859 
TAir+2 0.980 0.936 
6 -0.022 2.319 -0.017 1.829 
TAir+3 0.958 0.919 
7 
T . ..rr+2 0.936 
0.024 
1.040 
2.584 0.039 3.694 
TAir+3 0.960 1.079 
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Sensitivity calculations were also performed using the hourly data set for Des 
Moines. The methods for the hourly analysis were detailed in section 5.6.1. The 
reformulated heating and cooling least squares curve fits described by Equations 5.9 and 5.10 
and Tables 5.12 and 5.13, respectively, apply for the hourly sensitivity analysis. The 
sensitivity of CRAdjusted Heat to TGround based on the Des Moines hourly data is +0.001 
($0rounJ$Air)/°F, while the sensitivity of CRAdjusted Cool to TGround is -0.011 ($0rounJ$Air)l°F. To 
summarize, the cost ratio results for the additional analyses performed for Des Moines are 
presented in Table 5.16. 
Table 5.16 Cost ratio result and sensitivity summary for Des Moines, Iowa. 
Data TGround CRAdjusted Heat Sensitivity Percent CRAdjusted Cool Sensitivity Percent Difference Difference 
Monthly TAir+2 
0.943 
-0.016 0.596 
0.927 
1.706 0.018 2.987 
TAir+3 0.614 
TAir+2 0.830 Hourly 0.001 
TAir+3 0.831 
0.103 0.426 
0.415 
-0.011 2.582 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
6.1 Summary 
In this study a series of analyses were performed relating to the operation of air- and 
ground-source heat pump systems. Because cost is a prime motivator for choice among the 
various residential heating and cooling systems, it was desired to analyze the costs associated 
with heat pump system operation. A cost ratio relationship was developed to directly 
compare the associated operating costs for air- and ground-source heat pump systems. The 
cost ratio provides a comparison with respect to heat pump operation in a select sample of 
cities located across the United States. 
Detailed development of the thermodynamic heat pump cycle theory was presented 
for three cycles: the Carnot, ideal, and actual cycles. An actual vapor-compression 
refrigeration cycle was used for most of the analyses since it best represents the true function 
of a heat pump. The specification of the refrigerant employed in the heat pump cycle 
modeling was based on recommendations from ASHRAE literature. Refrigerant R-410A 
was chosen because it has emerged as a popular environmentally-safe heat pump refrigerant 
with negligible harmful ecological impacts. 
Weather data obtained from the National Climate Data Center was used to represent 
the operating environments in 31 sample cities. Efforts were made to represent regions in the 
U.S. that required both heating and cooling, since the heat pump systems for this study 
required both functions. The city sample was also chosen based on a desire to cover much of 
the nation's geography evenly. Monthly data for each city over a ten-year period was 
obtained for the mean, extreme minimum, and extreme maximum temperatures, as well as 
heating and cooling degree day data 
Analytic models were developed for simulation of heating and cooling processes for 
air- and ground-source heat pumps operating within the environmental constraints of the 
selected cities. The results for the heat pump simulations were presented in the form of 
coefficients of performance. The COPs for air- and ground-source systems in heating and 
cooling modes were further analyzed and used in the creation of the cost ratio. The cost ratio 
results revealed distinctly non-linear behavior, which was problematic since it was desired to 
create an equation to evaluate the cost ratio for each of the 31 sample cities at their unique 
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monthly temperatures. The inverse cost ratio, CR"1, was discovered to provide more linearity 
in the results. A function of two independent variables, TAir and TGround, was fitted to the 
inverse cost ratio data using least squares methods. The function predicts the inverse cost 
ratio for each month at each sample location. 
A weighting factor was developed from heating and cooling degree day data. The 
weighing factor determines the percentages of heating and cooling that occur in a given 
month for the sample cities. This factor was multiplied by the inverse cost ratio for each 
month, and the resulting product, called the adjusted inverse cost ratio, was summed over a 
yearly period. With an annual adjusted inverse cost ratio, its inverse produced the annual 
adjusted cost ratio for heating and cooling operations. The annual adjusted cost ratio 
provided the comparison between the economics of air- and ground-source heat pump 
systems. Thus, an annual adjusted cost ratio was developed that can be used with 
information regarding a homeowner' s heating and cooling costs to predict the potential 
savings of an air- or ground-source heat pump installation for a given location. 
Additionally, an hourly analysis of Des Moines, Iowa was completed for comparison 
to the monthly analysis, and a sensitivity analysis was explored to determine the effect of 
changes in ground temperature on the annual adjusted cost ratio. 
6.2 Recommendations for future study 
A purely analytical approach was taken to avoid the complexities and costs associated 
with surveys, experiments, and the gathering of actual utility information. The accuracy of 
the results produced using this approach is largely a product of the heat pump model 
assumptions. Therefore, an even more realistic simulation could be conducted with better 
assumptions. For instance, operation of a typical heat pump system installed residentially 
could be monitored, producing measured values that could illustrate the actual degrees of 
superheating and subcooling, isentropic compressor efficiency, enthalpy change across the 
expansion valve and system pressure drops. Alternately, manufacturer's data may be 
sampled to find acceptable values for these parameters. 
Further study utilizing the TMY2 data set could be pursued for the remaining 
sampled cities. TMY2 data can provide hourly simulations for 239 locations in the United 
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States. The additional hourly data would allow opportunity to calculate a more accurate 
weighting factor that could take solar effects into account. The degree day method used in 
this study to estimate heating and cooling loads (and therefore the weighting factor) is not 
able to accurately predict internal loads generated by the occupancy of, or activities within, a 
residential home. 
Another motivation for using the TMY2 data is because the Energy- IO software 
package uses the same data. Energy- IO was developed by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory's Center for Buildings and Thermal Systems, the Sustainable Buildings Industry 
Council, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and the Berkeley Solar Group as part of an 
energy-efficient building design initiative. Energy-10 compares energy-efficient building 
designs with a base case, calculating savings for a typical year in a selected location. For 
expansion of the current study presented herein, the cost ratio could be tailored to account for 
the annual heating and cooling costs for a typical home, simulated by the Energy- I 0 
software. 
One interesting way to share the knowledge gained in this research would be to 
provide an online cost ratio calculator. Users could access the calculator through a 
university-sponsored website, for example the site for the Center for Building Energy 
Research (CBER). The user would be prompted to input information about the location of 
their proposed heat pump installation, and the calculator could evaluate the cost ratio for 
heating and cooling operations. The user would then have an estimate of the savings 
potential to steer them toward an air- or ground-source heat pump system. 
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Appendix A EES Heat Pump Simulations 
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Program A.1 The EES code for the simulation of the air-source heat pump operating in 
heating mode is presented. Comments appear in quotation marks and/or brackets. 
"Heat Pump Model 
Air Source 
Heating Mode 
Ideal and Actual Cases 
R410-a 
Absolute Temperatures 
Revised - 11/28/04" 
"Hot temperature is specified. This is the room temperature." 
T _hot=22 "degrees C" 
T _hotABS=T _hot+273 "Kelvin" 
"Cold temperature varies. 
table." 
This is the outdoor air temperature. Must be removed to create parametric 
{T_cold=20 
T _coldABS=T _cold+273 
"Compressor Efficiency" 
eta_c=0.75 
"Temperature Differences" 
{deltaTc=T _cold-T _ 1} 
deltaTc=8 
"delta T(Celsius )=deltaT(Kelvin )" 
{deltaTh=T _3-T _hot} 
deltaTh=8 
deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin)" 
"Superheating and Subcooling" 
degreesSH=4.44 
"deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin)" 
degreesSC=4.44 
"delta T (Celsius )=delta T (Kelvin)" 
"Fixing the states" 
"State 1 is Evaporator exit/Compressor Inlet" 
x_1=1 
T _ 1 =T _coldABS-deltaTc 
h_ 1 =ENTHALPY(R41OA,x=x_1,T=T _ 1) 
s_ 1=ENTROPY(R410A,x=x_ 1,T=T _ 1) 
P _ 1 =PRESSURE(R41OA,T=T_1,x=x_ 1) 
"State 1' has superheating" 
T _ 1prime=T_1 +degreesSH 
P _ 1 prime=P _ 1 
"degrees C" 
"Kelvin"} 
"Moran and Shapiro as source" 
"degrees C. Air source, heating mode." 
"Outdoor side" 
"degrees C. Air source, heating mode. 
"Indoor side" 
"degrees of superheat" 
"degrees of subcooling" 
h_ 1 prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,T=T_1prime,p=P_1 prime) 
s_ 1prime=ENTROPY(R410A,T=T _ 1prime,p=P _ 1prime) 
"State 2 is Compressor Exit/Condenser Inlet" 
P_2=P_3 
s 2=s 1 
r-=:_2=TEMPERA TURE(R410A,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
h_2=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
"State 2' reflects non-isentropic compression" 
P _2prime=P _2 
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h_2s_prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,s=s_1 prime,P=P _2prime) 
h_2prime=((h_2s_prime-h_ 1prime)/eta_c)+(h_1 prime) 
T _2prime=TEMPERA TURE(R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
s_2prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
"State 3 is Condenser Exit/Expansion Valve Inlet" 
x_3=0 
T _3=T _hotABS+deltaTh 
h_3=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,x=x_3,T=T _3) 
s_3=ENTROPY(R41 OA,T=T _3,X=x_3) 
P _3=PRESSURE(R41 OA,X=x_3,T=T _3) 
"State 3' has subcooling" 
T _3prime=T _3-degreesSC 
P _3prime=P _3 
h_3prime=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
s_3prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
"State 4 is Expansion Valve Exit/Evaporator Inlet" 
P _ 4=P _1 
h_4=h_3 
s_ 4=ENTROPY(R41 OA,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
T_ 4=TEMPERATURE(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
x_ 4=QUALITY(R41 OA,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
"State 4"' 
P _ 4prime=P _ 1 prime 
h_ 4prime=h_3prime 
s_ 4prime=ENTROPY(R41OA,P=P_4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
T _ 4prime=TEMPERATU RE(R41 OA, P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
x_ 4prime=QUALITY(R410A,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
"Energy Balances" 
Work_compressor=(h_2-h_ 1) 
COP=(h_2-h_3)/(h_2-h_ 1) 
COPprime=(h_2prime-h_3prime )/(h_2prime-h_ 1 prime) 
Q_condenser=(h_2-h_3) 
Q_ evaporator=(h_ 1-h_ 4) 
ln=Q_ evaporator+ Work_ compressor 
Out=Q_ condenser 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"Indoor heating is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost." 
"Indoor heating is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost." 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
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Program A.2 The EES code for the simulation of the ground-source heat pump operating in 
heating mode is presented. Comments appear in quotation marks and/or brackets 
"Heat Pump Model 
Ground Source 
Heating Mode 
Ideal and Actual Cases 
R410-a 
Absolute Temperatures 
Revised - 11/28/04" 
"Hot temperature is specified. This is the room temperature." 
T _hot=22 "degrees C" 
T _hotABS=T _hot+273 "Kelvin" 
"Cold temperature varies. 
parametric table." 
{T_cold=7 
This is the outdoor ground temperature. Must be removed to create 
T _coldABS=T _cold+273 
"Compressor Efficiency" 
eta_c=0.75 
"Temperature Differences" 
{deltaTc=T _cold-T _ 1} 
deltaTc=14 
"delta T (Celsius }=delta T (Kelvin}" 
{deltaTh=T _3-T _hot} 
deltaTh=8 
"deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin}" 
"Superheating and Subcooling" 
degreesSH=4.44 
delta T (Celsius )=delta T (Kelvin)" 
degreesSC=4 .44 
delta T(Celsius }=delta T(Kelvin )" 
"Fixing the states" 
"State 1 is Evaporator exit/Compressor Inlet" 
x_1=1 
T _ 1=T _coldABS-deltaTc 
h_ 1 =ENTHALPY(R41OA,x=x_1,T=T _ 1) 
s_ 1=ENTROPY(R410A,x=x_ 1,T=T _ 1} 
P _ 1 =PRESSURE(R41OA,T=T_1,x=x_ 1} 
"State 1' has superheating" 
T _ 1prime=T_1 +degreesSH 
P _ 1prime=P _ 1 
"degrees C" 
"Kelvin"} 
"Moran and Shapiro as source" 
"degrees C. Ground source, heating mode." 
"Outdoor side" 
"degrees C. Ground source, heating mode." 
"Indoor side" 
"degrees of superheat. 
"degrees of subcooling. 
h_ 1 prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,T=T_1prime,p=P_1 prime} 
s_ 1 prime=ENTROPY(R41OA,T=T_1prime,p=P_1 prime) 
"State 2 is Compressor Exit/Condenser Inlet" 
P_2=P_3 
s 2=s 1 
f)=TEMPERA TURE(R41 OA,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
h_2=ENTHALPY(R410A,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
"State 2' reflects non-isentropic compression" 
P _2prime=P _2 
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h_2s_prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,s=s_1 prime,P=P _2prime) 
h_2prime=((h_2s_prime-h_ 1prime)/eta_c)+(h_1 prime) 
T _2prime=TEMPERATURE(R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
s_2prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
"State 3 is Condenser Exit/Expansion Valve Inlet" 
x_3=0 
T _3=T _hotABS+deltaTh 
h_3=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,x=x_3,T=T _3) 
s_3=ENTROPY(R41 OA,T=T _3,X=x_3) 
P _3=PRESSURE(R41 OA,X=x_3,T=T _3) 
"State 3' has subcooling" 
T _3prime=T _3-degreesSC 
P _3prime=P _3 
h_3prime=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
s_3prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
"State 4 is Expansion Valve Exit/Evaporator Inlet" 
P_4=P_1 
h_4=h_3 
s_ 4=ENTROPY(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
T _ 4=TEMPERATURE(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
x_ 4=QUALITY(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
"State 4"' 
P _ 4prime=P _ 1 prime 
h_ 4prime=h_3prime 
s_ 4prime=ENTROPY(R410A,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
T _ 4prime=TEMPERATURE(R41OA,P=P_4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
x_ 4prime=QUALITY(R410A,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
"Energy Balances" 
Work_compressor=(h_2-h_ 1) 
COP=(h_2-h_3)/(h_2-h_ 1) 
C0Pprime=(h_2prime-h_3prime)/(h_2prime-h_ 1 prime) 
Q_ condenser=(h _ 2-h _ 3) 
Q_evaporator=(h_ 1-h_ 4) 
I n=Q_ evaporator+Work_ compressor 
Out=Q_condenser 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"Indoor heating is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost." 
"Indoor heating is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost." 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
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Program A.3 The EES code for the simulation of the air-source heat pump operating in 
cooling mode is presented. Comments appear in quotation marks and/or brackets 
"Heat Pump Model 
Air Source 
Cooling Mode 
Ideal and Actual Cases 
R410-a 
Absolute Temperatures 
Revised - 11/28/04" 
"Hot temperature varies. 
table." 
This is the outdoor air temperature. Must be removed to create parametric 
{T_hot=25 
T _hotABS=T _hot+273 
"degrees C" 
"Kelvin"} 
"Cold temperature is specified. This is the indoor room temperature." 
T _cold=22 "degrees C" 
T _coldABS=T _cold+273 "Kelvin" 
"Compressor Efficiency" 
eta_c=0.75 
"Temperature Differences" 
{deltaTc=T _cold-T _ 1} 
deltaTc=8 
delta T( Celsius }=delta T (Kelvin)" 
{deltaTh=T _3-T _hot} 
deltaTh=8 
deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin)" 
"Superheating and Subcooling" 
degreesSH=4.44 
"deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin)" 
degreesSC=4 .44 
"delta T (Celsius )=delta T (Kelvin)" 
"Fixing the states" 
"State 1 is Evaporator exit/Compressor Inlet" 
x 1=1 
T _ 1 =T _coldABS-deltaTc 
h_ 1 =ENTHALPY(R41OA,x=x_1,T=T _ 1) 
s_ 1 =ENTROPY(R41OA,x=x_1,T=T _ 1) 
P _ 1 =PRESSURE(R41OA,T=T_1,x=x_ 1) 
"State 1' has superheating" 
T _ 1prime=T_1 +degreesSH 
P _ 1 prime=P _ 1 
"Moran and Shapiro as source" 
"degrees C. Air source, cooling mode. 
"Indoor side" 
"degrees C. Air source, cooling mode. 
"Outdoor side" 
"degrees of superheat." 
"degrees of subcooling." 
h_ 1 prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,T=T_1prime,p=P_1 prime) 
s_ 1 prime=ENTROPY(R41OA,T=T_1prime,p=P_1 prime) 
"State 2 is Compressor Exit/Condenser Inlet" 
P_2=P_3 
s 2=s 1 
T=2=TEMPERATURE{R410A,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
h_2=ENTHALPY{R41 OA,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
"State 2' reflects non-isentropic compression" 
P _2prime=P _2 
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h_2s_prime=ENTHALPY{R41OA,s=s_1 prime,P=P _2prime) 
h_2prime={{h_2s_prime-h_ 1prime)/eta_c)+{h_ 1 prime) 
T _2prime=TEMPERA TURE{R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
s_2prime=ENTROPY{R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
"State 3 is Condenser Exit/Expansion Valve Inlet" 
x_3=0 
T _3=T _hotABS+deltaTh 
h_3=ENTHALPY{R41 OA,x=x_3,T=T _3) 
s_3=ENTROPY{R41 OA,T=T _3,X=x_3) 
P _3=PRESSURE{R41 OA,X=x_3,T=T _3) 
"State 3' has subcooling" 
T _3prime=T _3-degreesSC 
P _3prime=P _3 
h _ 3prime=ENTHALPY {R41 OA, T=T _ 3prime,P=P _ 3prime) 
s_3prime=ENTROPY{R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
"State 4 is Expansion Valve Exit/Evaporator Inlet" 
P_4=P_1 
h_4=h_3 
s_ 4=ENTROPY{R41OA,P=P_4,h=h_ 4) 
T _ 4=TEMPERA TURE{R41 OA,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
x_ 4=QUALITY{R41 OA,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
"State 4"' 
P _ 4prime=P _ 1 prime 
h_ 4prime=h_3prime 
s_ 4prime=ENTROPY{R41 OA,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
T _ 4prime=TEMPERA TURE{R41 OA,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
x_ 4prime=QUALITY{R410A,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
"Energy Balances" 
Work_compressor={h_2-h_ 1) 
COP={h_ 1-h_ 4)/{h_2-h_1) 
COPprime={h_ 1 prime-h_ 4prime )/{h_2prime-h_ 1 prime) 
Q_condenser={h_2-h_3) 
Q_evaporator={h_ 1-h_ 4) 
ln=Q_ evaporator+Work_compressor 
Out=Q_ condenser 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"Indoor cooling is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost" 
"Indoor cooling is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost" 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
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Program A.4 The EES code for the simulation of the ground-source heat pump operating in 
cooling mode is presented. Comments appear in quotation marks and/or brackets 
"Heat Pump Model 
Ground Source 
Cooling Mode 
Ideal and Actual Cases 
R410-a 
Absolute Temperatures 
Revised - 11/28/04" 
"Hot temperature varies. 
table." 
This is the ground temperature. Must be removed to create parametric 
{T_hot=25 
T _hotABS=T _hot+273 
"degrees C" 
"Kelvin"} 
"Cold temperature is specified. This is the indoor room temperature." 
T _cold=22 "degrees C" 
T _coldABS=T _cold+273 "Kelvin" 
"Compressor Efficiency" 
eta_c=0.75 
"Temperature Differences" 
{deltaTc=T _cold-T _ 1} 
deltaTc=8 
deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin)" 
{deltaTh=T _3-T _hot} 
deltaTh=14 
deltaT(Celsius)=deltaT(Kelvin)" 
"Superheating and Subcooling" 
degreesSH=4.44 
"delta T (Celsius )=delta T (Kelvin)" 
degreesSC=4.44 
"delta T (Celsius )=delta T (Kelvin)" 
"Fixing the states" 
"State 1 is Evaporator exit/Compressor Inlet" 
x_1=1 
T _ 1 =T _coldABS-deltaTc 
h_ 1 =ENTHALPY(R41OA,x=x_1,T=T_1) 
s_ 1=ENTROPY(R410A,x=x_ 1,T=T _ 1) 
P _1=PRESSURE(R410A,T=T _ 1,x=x_1) 
"State 1' has superheating" 
T _ 1prime=T_1 +degrees SH 
P _ 1prime=P _ 1 
"Moran and Shapiro as source" 
"degrees C. Ground source, cooling mode. 
"Indoor side" 
"degrees C. Ground source, cooling mode. 
"Outdoor side" 
"degrees of superheat." 
"degrees of subcooling." 
h_ 1 prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,T=T_1prime,p=P_1 prime) 
s_ 1 prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA, T=T _ 1prime,p=P_1 prime) 
"State 2 is Compressor Exit/Condenser Inlet" 
P_2=P_3 
s 2=s 1 
r-=:.2=TEMPERA TURE(R41 OA,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
h_2=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,s=s_2,P=P _2) 
"State 2' reflects non-isentropic compression" 
P _2prime=P _2 
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h_2s_prime=ENTHALPY(R41OA,s=s_1 prime,P=P _2prime) 
h_2prime=((h_2s_prime-h_ 1prime)/eta_c)+(h_1 prime) 
T _2prime=TEMPERATURE(R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
s_2prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA,P=P _2prime,h=h_2prime) 
"State 3 is Condenser Exit/Expansion Valve Inlet" 
x_3=0 
T _3=T _hotABS+deltaTh 
h_3=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,x=x_3,T=T _3) 
s_3=ENTROPY(R41 OA,T=T _3,X=x_3) 
P _3=PRESSURE(R410A,X=x_3,T=T_3) 
"State 3' has subcooling" 
T _3prime=T _3-degreesSC 
P _3prime=P _3 
h_3prime=ENTHALPY(R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
s_3prime=ENTROPY(R41 OA,T=T _3prime,P=P _3prime) 
"State 4 is Expansion Valve Exit/Evaporator Inlet" 
P _4=P _1 
h 4=h 3 
s=4=ENTROPY(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
T_ 4=TEMPERATURE(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
x_ 4=QUALITY(R410A,P=P _ 4,h=h_ 4) 
"State 4"' 
P _ 4prime=P _ 1 prime 
h_ 4prime=h_3prime 
s_ 4prime=ENTROPY(R410A,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
T _ 4prime=TEMPERATURE(R41 OA,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
x_ 4prime=QUALITY(R41 OA,P=P _ 4prime,h=h_ 4prime) 
"Energy Balances" 
Work_compressor=(h_2-h_ 1) 
COP=(h_ 1-h_ 4)/(h_2-h_1) 
COPprime=(h_ 1prime-h_4prime)/(h_2prime-h_ 1 prime) 
Q_condenser=(h_2-h_3) 
Q_ evaporator=(h_ 1-h _ 4) 
ln=Q_ evaporator+Work_ compressor 
Out=Q_ condenser 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"Indoor cooling is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost" 
"Indoor cooling is the desired effect, 
compressor work is the cost" 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
"per mass flow of refrigerant" 
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Appendix B Weighting Factor and Cost Ratio Results 
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T able B. 3 c I b ost ratio resu ts I . y city or on21.na analysis an d I . sensi VI tv ana1vsis. 
Annual 
Zone City State TGround CR"1 Adjusted Heal CR"1 Adjusted Cool CR Adjusted Heat CRAdjusted Cool 
TAir+2 1.010 1.730 0.990 0.578 
Alpena MI 
TAir+3 1.026 1.644 0.974 0.608 
Helena MT 
TAir+2 0.951 1.996 1.051 0.501 
2 
TAir+3 0.967 1.890 1.034 0.529 
Minot ND 
TAir+2 1.092 2.046 0.916 0.489 
TAir+3 1.109 1.935 0.901 0.517 
Rock TAir+2 0.996 1.951 1.004 0.512 
Springs WY TAir+3 1.012 1.847 0.989 0.542 
Albany NY TAir+2 
1.033 1.500 0.968 0.667 
TAir+3 1.051 1.464 0.952 0.683 
Augusta ME TAir+2 
1.057 1.444 0.946 0.692 
TAir+3 1.075 1.414 0.930 0.707 
Cheyenne WY 
TAir+2 1.007 1.450 0.993 0.690 
TAir+3 1.024 1.419 0.976 0.705 
3 Des Moines IA 
TAir+2 1.060 1.677 0.943 0.596 
TAir+3 1.078 1.628 0.927 0.614 
Lansing MI 
TAir+2 1.029 1.369 0.972 0.730 
TAir+3 1.047 1.340 0.956 0.746 
Minneapolis MN TAir+2 
1.134 1.545 0.882 0.647 
TAir+3 1.153 1.506 0.867 0.664 
Pierre SD 
TAir+2 1.093 1.727 0.915 0.579 
TAir+3 1.112 1.676 0.899 0.597 
Indianapolis IN TAir+2 1.075 1.298 0.930 0.771 
TAir+3 1.096 1.296 0.913 0.772 
Pittsburg PA TAir+2 1.061 1.154 0.943 0.866 
TAir+3 1.081 1.157 0.925 0.865 
Pueblo co TAir+2 1.064 1.317 0.940 0.760 
TAir+3 1.084 1.313 0.922 0.761 
4 Reno NV TAir+2 
0.970 1.231 1.031 0.813 
TAir+3 0.988 1.231 1.012 0.812 
Salt Lake UT TAir+2 1.034 1.439 0.967 0.695 City TAir+3 1.053 1.429 0.950 0.700 
Springfield IL TAir+2 
1.095 1.285 0.913 0.778 
TAir+3 1.116 1.283 0.896 0.779 
TAir+2 1.068 1.457 0.936 0.686 
Topeka KS 
TAir+3 1.088 1.447 0.919 0.691 
79 
Table B.3 (continued) 
Annual 
Zone City State TGraund CR"1 Adjwted Heal cR·1 Adjwted Cool CRAdjwted Heat CRAdjusted Cool 
Amarillo TX TAir+2 1.078 1.181 
0.928 0.847 
TAir+3 1.101 1.194 0.909 0.837 
Nashville TN TAir+2 
1.024 1.148 0.977 0.871 
TAir+3 1.045 1.162 0.957 0.861 
VA TAir+2 1.059 1.055 0.944 0.948 5 Richmond 
TAir+3 1.082 1.071 0.925 0.933 
Springfield MO TAir+2 
1.127 1.138 0.887 0.879 
TAir+3 1.151 1.153 0.869 0.868 
TAir+2 1.109 1.247 0.902 0.802 
Wichita KS 
TAir+3 1.132 1.259 0.883 0.794 
Columbia SC TAir+2 
1.010 1.026 0.990 0.975 
TAir+3 1.034 1.046 0.967 0.956 
Dallas TX TAir+2 1.013 1.171 0.987 0.854 
TAir+3 1.037 1.190 0.964 0.840 
6 
Little Rock AR TAir+2 
1.075 1.074 0.930 0.931 
TAir+3 1.100 1.094 0.909 0.914 
TAir+2 0.985 1.016 1.015 0.984 
Montgomery AL 
TAir+3 1.009 1.036 0.992 0.965 
Savannah GA TAir+2 
1.061 0.859 0.943 1.165 
TAir+3 1.089 0.894 0.918 1.119 
Baton LA TAir+2 1.037 0.893 0.965 1.120 Rouge TAir+3 1.064 0.930 0.940 1.076 
7 
Houston TX TAir+2 1.011 0.931 0.989 1.074 
TAir+3 1.037 0.966 0.964 1.036 
Tuscon AZ 
TAir+2 1.058 1.043 0.945 0.959 
TAir+3 1.086 1.075 0.921 0.930 
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